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In kidnapping

Court dismisses
Turner case
By ROB DOLLAR
SUff Writer

Charges of first degree wanton endangerment and kidnapping against
Granville Turner III, a University
student, were dismissed in Madison
County District Court Nov. 10.
The case had just recently been sent
back to the lower court by the Madison
County Grand Jury Nov. 3, after the
investigative body had failed lo return
an indictment.
According to CounU Attorney
Thomas J. Smith III. the\clion of the
Grand Jury returning the case to
District Court was interpreted as
meaning that it was the belief that the
case did not "merit an indictment."
Smith further commented that the
District Court did not have jurisdiction
over the nature of the offenses that
Turner was charged with because
felony crimes were involved, thus the
charees had to be dismissed when the
case •-eturned to the lower court.

He pointed out, however, that
misdemeanor charges arising from the
alleged incident would be placed against
Turner, but the exact nature of .the
charges were unknown at the time and
would be determined after he reviewed
the facts of the case.
Misdemeanor charges would be under
the jurisdiction of the District Court and
thus the case and its outcome could be
determined in the lower court.
Turner was arrested Sept. 5, by the
Richmond city police on the strength of
a warrant that was taken out by a
University coed for an alleged incident
that began on the University campus
and ended in the Spurlin Trailer Park.
Reportedly, Turner attempted to run
over the coed with his automobile as she
walked across the Martin Hall parking
lot in the early morning hours of Sept. S.
He then allegedly forced her into his
car and drove her to the Spurlin Trailer
Park, where she managed to escape
from him by running to a trailer and
telephoning the police.

Second man faces
murder charges
By ROB DOLLAR
SUff Writer

Vanity fair

(pftOtO by JIM KELL.EV)

Three coeds (from left) Donna Kilgore (Joanne), Kathy Morris (Kathy) and
Anita Lenhart (Mary) are the stars of Jack Heifner's 'Vanities' now playing
in the Gifford Theatre each evening at 7:30. 'Vanities' is the story of three

Dorm tripling
declines; fall
applications accepted
Bv ELIZABETH PALMER-BALI.
News Editor

Refund checks for those students who
have been tripled this semester will be
given to them after the Thanksgiving
holidays.
Those students who were untripled
before the end of the first three weeks of
the semester will not get a refund.
Students who were still tripled after
that period will receive either a partial
or full refund depending on how long
they stayed three in a room.
The only exception to this are the
students in Case and Keene Halls since
they paid a smaller fee at the time of
registration.

The number of rooms being tripled in
campus dormitories has declined since
the first of the semester by almost 200
rooms according to Mabel ("riswell.
assistant director of Housing
At the beginning of this semester
there were a total of 588 rooms tripled in
both mcns and womens dormitories.
That number is now down to 396 rooms.
"We hope to get untripled second
semester, as we have in the past, said
Criswell. "but we can't be sure, it is
hard to know what the spring semester
According to Criswell, Housing is now
will bring."
Students have left the dorms for taking applications for the fall semester
various reasons. "Ten graduate of 1979. Although this is usually done in
students were moved from dormitory April it is hoped that this will spread it
rooms into vacant Brockton efficiency out rather than receiving a thousand
apartments and this helped part of the applications in one day.
"Taking the applications early will
problem." said Criswell.
Criswell added that students didn't also give the upperclassmen an equal
complain as much anymore about being chance with freshmen of getting dorm
tripled as they did when it first started. rooms in dormitories not designated for
"We get just as many complaints now upperclassmen," said Criswell.
Students can pick up housing apfrom students who are two in a room as
those who are three. They seem to have plications in the Housing office on the
first floor of the Jones Building.
gotten use to the situation."

women from their high school days through the next 10 years of their lives.
Jim Christian, instructor of speech and theatre arts, is directing the play.
Tickets are $1.50 for students and $2.50 for adults. The play runs through
Saturday night.

—■

Tanna Hicks learned to walk and play
piano despite her handicaps. Read
about it in a story by Robin Paler, page
kV
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Gaston family leads flighty lives
Duane breaks
marathon record
By BETH SCHOEN
Features Editor

Athletes' case continued
Sept. 21 and identified their assailants
as University football players Dean
Stuckey, David Neal and Bruce Cox.
Adams and Williams took out
warrants against the trio which secured
their arrest in connection with the inScott Adams and Raymond Williams, cident.
University students, alleged that they The case is scheduled in Madison
were assaulted near Ellendale Hall on County District Court on Nov. 22.

The case of three football players
charged in connection with a reported
assault incident that occurred on the
University campus was again continued
in Madison County District Court.

•—i——
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Campus briefs
Check cashing

Schedule books

University check cashing services' Pre-regTstratlon for the spring]
will stop during the last two weeks of the semester will begin on Monda;
JJP —■•

f No personal checks will be cashed in
the Administration Building Cashier's

.-"---J oration* Mr~

the week until Friaay December 9.

^3--r*"W«tiitioir

Dec. f. i ne cue* cashing service will
resume Jan. 8,1979 for students who will
be enrolled in the spring semester.
Students are advised to plan their
financial needs accordingly.

Scheduled booklets for the Spring
semester are now available for students
to pickup In the Coates Administration
Building.

A Richmond residents Michael
Gerald, 21. of Robinson Terrace
Apartments, was arrested in Germantown, Ohio, last Thursday night in
connection with the recent double
slaying of two people and wounding of a
third in Madison County.
Reportedly, after state police in Richmond received information that Gerald
might be in Germantown, Ohio he was
apprehended by the Ohio State Police on
a warrant that was issued in Richmond
earlier that day.
He was charged with two counts of
murder, one count of first degree
assault and one count of first-degree
burglary.
Gerald was scheduled to be picked up
by Kentucky State Police detectives and
escorted back to Madison County
sometime this week.
Allen Todd Hume, 25, a University

graduate and substitute teacher in
Madison County School System, was
arrested Nov. 2 on the same charges
Gerald and Hume are accused of
killing Micheal Eugene Richardson. 20,
and Sherri Brock, 18, as well as
assaulting Rebecca Davis, 18, who was
shot 3 times and remains hospitalized at
the University of Kentucky Medical
Center.
Davis is listed in fair condition.
All three victims were discovered in a
mobile-home on Old Kentucky 52, near
Moberly on Oct. 29.
Reportedly, the deaths occurred one
day after Hume had posted bond and
been released after being charged with
carrying a concealed weapon.
State and local police are continuing
their investigation of the slayings and
have issued an appeal for help In
locating a 1964 Chevrolet truck, which
may be connected to the case.
Reportedly, the truck was seen
parked at an Interstate 75 reststop south
of Florence on Oct. 29.

- *

(photo by JIM KELLEV)

Duane Gaston races in a Universfty cross-country moat at Arlington. Gaston
took first in the 2*-mile Louisville Metro Marathon Sunday with a record time of
2:19:47.

Three's good company rather than a
crowd for the Gaston family of runners.
Especially since the three of them live
at a similar fast pace and literally have
made running a way of life.
Long and lean, twenty - six year old
Duane Gaston, who breezed his way
past 800 other runners this past Sunday
for a record time of 2:19:47 in the
Louisville 26 - mile Metro Marathon, is
the dominant runner of the trio.
Before the crack of dawn, somewhere
around the ungodly hour of 3:00 a.m.,
Duane rouses from his bed in Richmond
to deliver the Lexington Hers Id morning
paper.
Returning close to 7:00 a.m., he sleeps
until 12:00or 1:00, and the remainder of
his day is devoted to running, with hopes
of a possible shot at the Olympics Trials
in 1980.
Paula, his 25 - year old better half, has
aspirations of working in special
education after she graduates next
year, but running is still her second
love.
Now in her third year of a track
scholarship, Paula would have been
participating this past Sunday In
Louisville, but because of tendonitis in
her ankle, she peddled a lOapeed
alongside Duane Instead.
She'll be running again when the
indoor season starts, she says, in hopes
of attaining the speed she had reached
last year, running under a five • minute
mile _ m
■»
»•»*—* "*•*— *>-jane's 59 -"P*£s
father, is the third member of ?'
threesome, and the sole reason Duane's
haen running since he was three.
silver coached for k> /*m>. M five it
up so.be could spend most of his time,,
training and, says Duane, is running his
best times ever.
In fact, said Duane, his father usually
runs races nearly every weekend, and

usually wins in his age division.
This past October, Elver won the 50
and older bracket in the Kentucky AAU
Championship held in MaysUck.
Duane won the event overall.
Duane says he runs a lot leas races
than his father, but then again their
reasons for running are somewhat
different.
Elver runs to win in his age group and
mostly for enjoyment and Duane runs to
win overall against the best competition
m
there is.
"Like running with Jack Pultz who
won the Boston Marathon in '75 and Bill
Rogers who won it this year," said
Duane, "they're the kind of runners that
make you get your best times."
Duane ran in the Cincinnati Hartathon
last March against both Putts and
Rogers and finished 37 seconds behind
Rogers and 22 seconds behind Fultx.
"You're only as good aa your competition is." continued Duane, and his
times follow along that philosophy
He ran the Florence, Ky. 10-mile race
in M:39 and he's run to miles at 49:21
before.
"The second place finisher in that
race," said Duane, "came in 12 minutes
behind me and that didn't push me for a
better lime at all."
Against stlffer competition, he rated
number one in the United States for 19
kilometers, which is 12.4 miles. That
wasin '75 when he ran it.in 81:55.
This past September he got fourth in
the prestigious Canadian Spring Bank
International where top contenders like
Olympian Duncan McDonald and Kirk
r?e«er»^thimenlylBt»V-»ikof
7:

Coming up on Thanksgiving Day la a
10,000 meter run in "Cincinnati, a
traditional run* that the Gastons rarely
ever miss-.-"
•
Paula, Duane and Elver will be there
again this year, celebrating the second
oldest race in the history of the United
States.
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Editorials
Misuse causes Infirmary woes
Students a) any Univcrstiy should
be able to feel secure in knowing
•hey have adequate health protccion.
It is the duty of every university to
care lor its students while they are in
attendance at that university.
I he Student Handbook states
that, "ihc physical and mental
health of the students at Eastern
Kentucky University is the concern
Of the Student Health Services." It
further states that all full-time
students of the University are
eligible to use the Health Services.
There have been several incidents
recently which involve the Student
Health Services, which shows a lack
of adequate medical care.
One incident at the Infirmary
caused a student to withdraw from
classes and go home to have his
appendix removed.

student was operated on within a
hall-hour after his arrival, having
his appendix removed.
Dr. Coles Raymond, medical
director ol Student Health Services,
has complained of a lack of
manpower, or doctor and nurse
power to be more specific.
Raymond, in last week's Progress said (he Infirmary could use
one more doctor and two more
nurses to keep up with the growing
amount of work done in the
Infirmary.
At present, there are three doctors
who work at the Infirmary, keeping
it open from 8 a.m. until 8:30 p.m.
weekdays and from 9 a.m. until
noon on Saturdays.
Raymond has been quick to point
out that the three doctors handle

Sarah
Warren

The student went to the Infirmary
complaining of stomach pains. He
was told that his stomach was
probably inflamed.
When the pain continued and the
student began spitting blood, his
mother came down from Louisville
to gel him and take him home. The

Student evaluations
of teachers
By LEON ROTTERSMAN
Professor of Psychology

•
Will college teachers become
belter teachers as a result of their
teaching ability being evaluated by
students? This article is not intended
as • argument against teacher
.evaluation by students but is written
I to raise some questions and express
I some doubts.
I
It would probably be difficult to
find someone who would argue
against increasing teacher efficiency. It may be equally difficult to
demonstrate thai some individuals
do not want improvement in
instruction. Ii is maintained here
that it is possible for some to give
the appearance of concern aboui an
issue while at the same time avoiding
its substance.
What one really attempts to
accomplish is an important consideration in teaching. Ideally, a
university dedicated to teaching
should be a community of scholars.
On the one hand a university should
be composed of teachers who are
interested in improving themselves,
so that they may become more
effective as teachers. A good teacher

should have the required knowledge
of subject matter, the ability to
present this material in a meaningful
way and possess the standards that
arc appropriate for'the evaluation of
students.
In turn, the university should be
composed of students who have a
desire 10 learn and who are
interested.in knowing. They should
demand from themselves as well as
from their teachers high standards
of scholarship.
It may be argued thai some
teachers are unwilling or unable to
put forth the effort to meet these
standards of quality. It also may be
argued that some teachers are more
interested in being popular for
reasons of prestige, promotion,
tenure and salary increases than in
meeting adequate standards. Adequate standards may also mean
fewer students and a risk to job
security.
Many studcnis fail to distinguish
between a symbol and its referent.
Some students, too many, warn a
passing grade and diploma, without
comprehending
the significance
attached 10 such. They are interested
in learning the minimum, sometimes

less, which they believe stands for a
college education. The would not
want standards which would deny
them a passing grade or college
diploma.
What is valid teachei evaluation?
What are the criteria to be used in
evaluation? What weight should be
given lo each criterion? These are
some basic questions which are not
easy tq,answer,, „, .
Democracy demands thai each
student be given one vote and each
student's vote should have no more
weigh) ihan thai of any other
student's.
Ii is not IO be expected or is ii
necessarily desirable that all students have the same value system. In
teacher evaluation the evaluation
should be based on a concept of
higher education which Tils to a
significant degree the traditional
concept of a university. University
education should not be a euphemism for trade school education or
less.
The above admittedly is vague in
specifics as to teacher evaluation. It
is intended only for general
direction.

nearly 14,000 possible patients.
In (Xtober, a record 5,228
students visited the Infirmary for
one reason or another.
Raymond has said the Infirmary
needs another doctor. That position
has been funded by the University
but has as yet not been filled.
The University has been budgeting the Health Services more and
more money each year as their needs
grow.
If the Student Health Services arc
getting so much from the University
and the Board of Regents, why are
there situations
like
the one
involving the student who had to
quit school because of his appendix.'
The Infirmary is used
to give
physical examinations to athletes so
they will be allowed to play in their
respective sports.

Rip-off
Thai money talks, I'll not deny. I
heard il once, it said. 'Goodbye.' "
-Richard Armour
lake all the little fines, fees and
assessments thai have become so
familiar to the Eastern student, add
on the inflated prices of the
University bookstore and all the
nickels, dimes and quarters lost in
the broken vending machines and
what do vou gel? One big rip-off.
Probably no group in this country
appreciates
money
more
than
college siudenis. In fact, college
students are probably the number
one scrapers around. Most students
have no regular income other than
their parents; those who work-for
S2 to $2.65 an hour—don't bring
home very large paychecks. To most
siudenis, every
inflated dollar
counts.
Ncverthless, the University has
small (but somehow significant)
wuvs ol making ii all disappear just
a little bii faster.
I hose at this University who seem
10 gel soaked the most arc the
I tollmen, for example, when a
leniale Ircshman arrives, she is
usually placed in a room'(about as
I.II iv as her bathroom at home) with
two other girls. Thai means ihrec
people with one closet, one dresser
and two desks.
Ihc IhfOC girls arc given a rebate
for their inconvenience ($45 each),
but when the checks arc counted,
the three people together are
actually paying more, for a tripled
room ihan a doubled one.
A double room goes Cor $390 per
semester, or $195 per person. A

tripled room costs only $150 per
person, but $450 total. It seems one
pays for co/incss.
If alter the first semester, one of
the three roommates moves out and
the two left decide to lake the exira
bed apart--io give them a little extra
space—the) may just pay lor it.
While it would seem logical that
the University would allow and even
assist them in removing extra
furniture from the room, this is not
so. Ihc lurniturc must stav. So
some students disassemble beds and
put them in a corner. But when a
student checks out in the spring, if
the bed is not reassembled, the
student is charged $2.50.
Dorms make assessments on a
number of other things, loo. One
student who lived in Commonwealth was fined $5 for leaving
black tape marks on the wall. He
paid the lee, bui when he received
the exact same room the next year,
the black tape marks were still there.
He took soap and water and washed
the walls clean.
Another unnecessary fee lacked
on Ircshmen is the gymnasium
locker fee. All students who take
PHI 180-which is everybody ai one
lime or another-must pay $4 for a
locker, regardless of whether they
warn it or not.
Many studcnis lake gym classes in
Begley bul are assigned lockers in
the Weaver Building. One student
from Case Hall had an instructor
who told them she wasn't going to
bother handing out combinations to
their Weaver lockers because they'd
probably never need or use ihem.

I hese physical examinations have
caused the doors of the Infirmary to
be closed 10 students several limes.
These
physical
examinations
should not be a primary concern of
the Infirmary.
Some ol these students are
misusing the labilities, time and
medication of (he Infirmary, not all
of them, but out of 55228. there
must be some. This is not the flu
season, yet.
Students should go to the
Infirmary when they are ill, but
should not go when they do not need
tO.
/
A student who goes to the
Infirmary with a psychosomatic
sickness could waste the time of a
doctor, who, being in a hurry, may
not diagnose a bad appendix
correctly.

University
fines
are not
trivial
Bui it was departmental policy, she
said, and llies still had to pay.
Parking
tickets arc
anothei
(not-so-minor) fee placed on siudenis. I he price of a parking ticket
increases from $5 10 $10 if it is not
paid in one week. Too bad for I he
studcnis who live on a weekly
budget which docs urn include
tickets, fhe I nivcn.il) has to have
ihc money immediately. It's not
enough to withhold one's grades for
an unpaid ticket. (I guess thev figure
studcnis might not want those
anvway.)
At leas.i noi until graduation
when one has io pav $14 to apply foi
a bachelor's degree. They don'i sav
what ihc SI4 is for; by ihc lime a
student is a senior, he has slopped
asking.
And then there is the bookstore.
V» hen a student sells back any
book he is given only half of what he
paid. But Ihc bookstore then resells
it at Mine i. MM ill. of the onginal
cost.
Ihc highest degree of markup,
however, is on non-book items:
shampoo, detergent, peamn butter,
etc. I hese prices are almost double
that ol stores like Big K. I his might
noi mailer much now. hut this
winter when there is four inches ol
snow on Ihc ground, it might.
The bookstore makes a "profit"
(all "profits" arc used to pay foi
buildings like Powell and the
bookstore
building)
of
about
$300,000 a year. That's alter thev
pay salaries. Thev don't pay rent.
All trivial fines, one might say.
Bui then a dollar saved is a dollai
earned. Right.'

Editors' mailbag
Laying down
the law
tUte:

I'll get straight to the point. The
members of the Association of Law
Enforcement did not appreciate the way
in which you handled the Bicycle
Registration Project in the November 2,
1978 issue of the Progress.
Those of you who are'reading this now
are probably wondering what Bicycle
Registration is. Well, the reason you
don't know is because the Progress gave
the story about three inches of coverage
•■l TaaVfley
in the yellow TV section of this
BetaSeboea
K
t
newspaper.
Larry Bernard
... •■••-. AT* May
I'm sure I don't have to point out that
this part of the paper is not very eyecatching and this was no place to place
an article as important as this, which
can greatly reduce the theft of bicycles
CmmOthtr
on campus. Editor, we all think you
really screwed up on this matter.
1
I have talked with several other
Member at Aasaclatea Callegiate PreM AMacaatiea. CetaMbia gchaaMlk Prcs*
people to see if they read the yellow
AasadaUaa aa4 Keatacky Intercollegiate PreM AwrtaHia
section of the Progress. Their reactions
go like this: "Who reads that section? I
Beareseated far aanaaal adverUsiag by the Callage AJi aitlalag Sale* aad 8
always throw it away."
-rtta. fctt.. Cbicaga . BL
Editor, this is a free service that the
Association of Law Enforcement is
«•** Tnnraaay abartag _,
offering to the students of EKU and we
laaaahnafc. atrtaa. at Eartara Keataaky UaWenaty by
at«MRaar4at think they have a right to know.
Regeat* Broach the Steaeat PliHUHaiai Baartf.
.In the November 2 issue of the
Progress, one of the front page stories
was about water costing fifty cents a
QaaahaaaaaariaiiiibaiaaiaretaMaaal.abaai
glass at the Homecoming football game
aanatjam—iillj i aaiaaaaa taa vtewa at taaa
Students, the decision is up Jo you.
tale alaaaaatr la
ia.it to help lac reaaYar
««...VIl*-J JoU »
'» .iin*llluiu?
alA aftabM be riifctaTv la* laaaT,..
the Water stoty or immolation aboutFaarth Floar Jeaes Batata* Seeeaa i
reducing theft of your bicycles?.
Editor, if you were trying to fill up
Keatacky Uaivarstty to aa eaaal
.MOKrMMU.^hM.ri
. .
.
.
space .'•* tM front page I'm sure you
could have tried harder to find a decent
kaa *W I ■ hall i to, at aaillajtllH t.
aregraai ar acuvuy watch K eaaaacts. Any i laipiaTat ai toaig by
story.
'
«, I hope in the future the editor oPthe
aaarrlmlaalUa saaaM be directed a» writtagto Dr. Bebecea
Eastern Progress- can get priorities
i Officer. iiaBiallii
EWJ-Caiajai lilial
straight and can come up with a news
■Ba^HaBBaBBBal

story that is helpful and interesting to
EKU students, instead of filling up
space with silly stories about "water
costing SO cents a glass."
Kimberly.J. Barker, Secretary
Association of Law Enforcement

A suggestion
Editor:

For the past four years I have eagerly
awaited Thursdays to read The Eastern
Progress.
This year is fast becoming an exception Whether it is your new competition or just poor quality personnel,
it's becoming ever apparent that what
used to be an interesting and informative school newspaper, is now
nothing but a means for a few "journalists" to stir up controversy and
friction on this campus.
Your Nov. 2 issue especially upset me.
It seems that you were more interested in stirring up controversy
concerning student health services, the
Centerboard and of all things freedom of
the press, than reporting on the biggest
event
of
the
fall
semester,
Homecoming.
Last year the Progress justly
criticized student organizations for not
participating in the Homecoming activities, especially Uie parade.
This year student organizations
participated withphiuch more, enthusiasm a.id whaiv uaawa ua front
The anly mention of Homecoming was
"Water-adds life for SO cents a glass"
■and a'very *" »* -<**»b» **-^e bottom
left corner of our beautiful Homecoming
- Queen Martha Taglauer.
I don't mean lo tell you how to arrange
your paper or what to write, but I
suggest you take a serious look at your

priorities and seriously question what
your purpose as a school newspaper
really is.
Steve Starbuck

Flat
'Champagne'
Editor:
Frankly. I think your art critic. David
Winters, did an inferior job on his
review of Evelyn "Champagne" King's
concert.
Even though I did not go to the concert. I still believe he did not have to be
callous in his critique ^pf her performance. I myself found a few libelous
remarks in his article.
First, why did he have to call her a
"late heifer? "Maybe he did not mean
for it to be degrading in nature, but he
should not use terms that have different
meanings for different people. Besides,
his job is to criticize her per for mace, not
her personally!
For what I read, he did not give her
half the chance she deserved. After all.
the lady was young and probably was a
little scared.
Winters seems to be a little narrow
minded towards her music In that case,
Winters is not doing his job as well aa he
should, for .a critic has to be openminded.
Also, what does her personality have
lo do with the performance? I really do
not think that Winters wanted to review
her concert because he criticized
everything!Why aid ^WBlUrtl^-" ""-stern's
student bos':- k
ing that we are so
starved for entertainment tha, we ~*«
grab for anything? I take It that he
cons'.-Mrs King just "anything."
Last of all, if Winters considers her to
be cheap, what about those other
musicians who gave concerts at
Eastern? Were they cheap?
If Winters keeps insulting other en-

tertainers like he did King, we will
never have anyone else come to play for
Eastern again Winters should learn to
keep his personal feelings out of his
work or resign.
Personally. I want to hear a reply
from him in the next issue of the
Progress.
Sincerely yours,
Wanda Childress. sophomore
Editor:
II has come to our attention that The
Eastern Progress leaves a great deal to
l>e desired in the "Arts" section. David
Winters is the most pessimistic and
ohviously amaleuristic excuse for a
critic that we have ever seen.
in regards to the article written about
Evelyn "Champagne" King, one can not
expect miracles from a performer who
is relatively new lo the business, nor can
one expect hit songs en masse from an
artist who only has one album on the
market.
However. Miss King's first album is
already solid gold and few performers
ran boast that. Also, her album is well
on it's way to becoming platinum,
already netting over S2.S00.000.
Such vociferous language as calling
Miss King a "heifer" may result in a
slander lawsuit against David Winters
and EKU Can the Progress afford to
lake this risk?
Skip Daughtery should be commended for bringing rising talent. to
Eastern's campus I however, has-beens
is another story).
- *■».
Realistically speaking, many college
.students e». .lOf'„~»,AJ^r. V>rhitant prices for sr>~48 LaP^'-~ ,nd
>he $3 pr»ee*«
9 Br
~M
unusually reasonable. ^H
Apiece of advice from Setwise - ditch
that imbecile David Winters. "Playing
critic" is one thing, but being a crftic is ,
another. Period.
Shauna Bradley
Donna Kermos

il
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News/Featunes

New course
probes detective, mystery stories
condition" and "because the student psychology and law -enforcement jo take
By ELIZABETH PALMER-BAU.
likes something it can't be worthwhile our class."
«
News Editor
Team teaching is also a new inDetective and mystery fiction will be achedemically" may be changed.
In a department survey of freshman novation in the English department.
the subject of a new English course to be
offered next semester.
The two hour course will be team
taught and designed by Dr. Charles
Sweet and Dr Hal Blythe of the English
department.
"We're both great mystery and
detective buffs," said Sweet, "and are
serious scholars on the subject."
Both Sweet and Blythe write mystery
and detective stories themselves, some
under pseudonyms, and have had them
published in magazines.
The course will deal strictly with short
stories and will cover both classic and
contempory detective and mystery
fiction. Two paperback anthologies will
be used.
"It will hopefully be a multimedia
course." said Blythe, "using closed
circut television and newspaper clippings of actual murder cases.
"We (Sweet and Blythe) are co
chairman of a committee on the
promotion of English," Blythe continued, "we hope to get more people of
the University community interested in
English, and to make English more
enjoyable amd benificial "
There is a notionwide pop culture
trend according to Blythe and Sweet.
This trend shows a growing interest in
non-traditional literature such as
science fiction, best sellers, detective and sophomore students 63 percent Blythe and Sweet will both be present in
and mystery fiction, and womens showed an interest in popular culture the riassroom but having different
literature.
courses.
responsibilities.
Through this pop culture trend
"Courses like this will offer a lot more
One might teach the characteristics of
popular misconceptions about English variety for students to take an interest the detective and mystery stories and
literature such as "only the classics in." said Sweet. "We are hoping for the other the history of the story form.
provide us with insights into the human people from other disciplines such as By teaching together they will also be

able to argue two points of view with the
student siding with one or the other.
"The course will teach both form and
content," said Blythe, "What does a
detectQke1 story tell us about our
society}
"We'hope to deal with aspects not
dealt with very often," said Sweet.
Because the course deals with work
students are familiar with (Poe, Doyle,
Archer) with up to date language the
material will provide a means for
students to become interested in more
traditional literature.
Blythe and Sweet feel that since they
are critics as well as writers of this
genre, the students will get both a!
creative and critical perspective of the
stories they read.
"We would like to see this kind of
program succeed, topics courses being
very popular and students and teachers
getting together on subjects of interest." said Blythe.

Foreign
students
Thanksgiving
The Office of International Education
announces that any foreign student
wishing to spend Thanksgiving Day with
an American family should contact
.lack Callender
Also if any faculty or staff would be
interested in having a foreign student in
their home for Thanksgiving they
should contact Callender at 622-1446.

Unofficially

Christmas season offically dedicated
Well hero it is. just barely one
week alter this year's November
elections and already candidates arc
tossing their hats into the ring for
next year's elections.
Secretary of Slate Drevell Davis
announced his candidacy for the
Democratic nomination for state
treasurer. Martha Layne Collins,
clerk of the Supreme Court,
announced her candidacy for
lieutenant governor Monday. It is
rumored she will team up with
newly announced candidate for
governor, Terry McBrayer.
But compared to the Governor's
race and the Presidential race, these
candidates are a little late at Retting
started. The gubernatorial candidates have been throwing daily
accusations at each other for at least
the past six months. And everything
President Carter does is measured
by the effects it will have in the 1980
elections.
The latest political accusations
towards gubernatorial candidates is
aimed at U.S. Rep. Carroll
Hubbard-D. from none other than
Lee Nunn. state Republican chairman.
(Hubbard by the way, was just
re-elected without opposition in last
week's general election.)
Nunn charged Hubbard with
violating state and federal campaign
finance laws in his political
advertisements. According to Nunn,
Hubbard's recent political ads were

centered more towards issues of the
upcoming gubernatorial race than to
Hubbard's congressional race.
(A state law passed in 1976
prevents candidates from spending
money raised for a federal election
in a stale election race.)
Hubbard has not officially announced his candicacy for governor,
but has said he will officially
announce his candidacy on Dec. 11.
Does that mean he is unofficially an

Christmas price. Stale Halloween
candy will make a perfect gift for
ihat special someone who has
everything.
Consumer's are the real turkeys
when it comes to the early start of
the Christmas buying season.
Already people are getting depressed
and anxious about having 10 fight
the Christmas shopping crowds. So
they're running off to shop for gifts
in order 10 avoid the rush. Thus,

Lisa
Renshaw

Thanksgiving
service set
There will be a Thanksgiving Day
service in the Chapel of Meditation on
Nov. 17, 1978 at 11:45 a.m.
The service is sponsored by the
Campus Ministry Association. The
speaker will be Dr. George S. Norduglen. University chaplin.
Nordgulen will speak on "gratitude of
life." Also helping with the service is
Eugene Strange and Dale Atkins.

"I think it's fair. Freshman
aren't used te the study habits
needed in College therefore their
grades might be Vwer and they
get the deficiencies.
Debbie Patrick, sealer General Home Economics.
fmiiaaMharg"I think it's okay. Just because
yougrtadeffcieacyldoolthink
it shoald make it harder on your
getting started next semester."
DHtbie Went. •ejJfceBMf^
Recreauea. Frankfort"I think it's geoi KH fev* a lot
more people a chance to get the
' classes they want. But. it's not to
good for the nursing students

..Terry Graham. Staler • !■««strial Technetogy. DaavMe.
" For me regular reglstrabonis
a M easier. 1 think the better
students sbowld have- the upper
hand to whata a/fered. If they
'put forth the effort to make good
grades they deserve
' Ron White, sesior - Marfceuag.
LsetsviUe.
"I think it's a fot better. U
. seems like it would keep regular
registration from being so
crowded"
Ret Kablnian, freshman Interior Deslga. Lexlagssa.

Who's official?

Russian Flu: 'a suggested' cure
official candidate or officially an
unofficial candidate?
Is everyone officially or unofficially confused about state politics?
I will officially announce my
confusion about who's official and
who's not in the Christmas issue of
the Progress.
Speaking of Christmas-yes folks
-the business world has officially
started shoving the Christmas
season down our throats, even
before we've had that Thanksgiving
turkey. I still have leftover
Halloween candy, which I will be
glad to sell at a reduced, discount

businessmen are only catering to
people's needs by supplying stores
earlier and earlier every year.
If you arc a consumer and detest
this early exploitation of Christmas
-refuse to buy anything Christmasy
until after Thanksgiving. If we
would all do this, business' would be
forced to wait until after Thanksgiving to put up their Christmas
irees.
Have you ever wondered why
exactly you're here at (his institution
of higher learning? Supposedly
we're all here for a better education

(photo By SCOTT ADAMS)

Leisure time

■hat will lead to a better paying job.
(Money) But, according to the
Department of Labor, one in four
college graduates looking for a job
between now and 198S will have to
settle for jobs traditionally filled by
people without college degrees.
'Tis the season to be jolly.

v Pai.Comley.and Don Smith set their books aside for con
' centration one nice game of backgammon.

First the good news, then the bad.
Amantadine is the name and it is a
drug that has been around for a
while.
When ihe Russian Flu hit last
winter, three groups tested Amantadine on college students with
commendable alacrity. The groups
were at the Universities of Georgia,
Rochester, and California at Los
Angeles.
The Georgia group, working with
the Center for Disease Control in
Atlanta, divided a large number
(500) of students into groups and
gave Amantadine to one group and
an inert, pill looking exactly like
Amantadine (these pills are known
as placebos) to ihe other. At the
height of the epidemic, the
Amantadine group had a significantly lower number of Russian
Flu cases than the group taking
phony pills. Mind you, there were
no protective shots available then.
Well, I should say there were no
protective shots in existence then,
although the shots now in existence
are just as unavailable. So Amantadine can protect against Russian
Flu. The Georgia report concludes
that "there is a definite place for
drugs in the prevention of influenza."
Studies SUGGEST that Amantadine may be a reasonable choice.
Notice the word "suggest" (my
emphasis). This is the careful and
scientifically respectable way to talk
and think. It also can sometimes
have [lie weakness of its virtues!
The next contribution to this area
comes from *the University of^
Rochester*-* most substantial medical center*; hy the way.'bectuse Of'
fantastic private donations, by Dr.
George Eastman, and later his corporation, Eastman Kodak.
They gave a shorter course of
treatment—one pill twice a day for

five days. They reported that such
patients got better faster, returned
to classes sooner and shed less virus
than the group on placebos.
After 24 hours, Amantadinctrcatcd patients had fewer signs and
symptoms of illness. Mean temperatures and viral tilers (measure of
virufin the system) were lower in
treated groups.
Now the BAD NEWS.

m
■

the vaccine, it might as well noi
exist. In my dreams, I am opening a
circular from ihe Feds saying "Use
Amantadine
remembering
its
Haws." Then, considering that the
side effects arc dangerous to
students educationally and to
students who drive (torn-stcel-andlleshwise), I would give it for five
days only to those who already had
the flu, with the idea of moderating

Coles
Raymond

-•>•••
■^

M.Q
%

,

Amantadine
,

The Rochester study gave medication to already infected students for
five days, and reported that students
complained of "light headedness
and difficulty concentraiing"-some, not all.
Dr. Yvonne J. Bryson at UCLA
ran tests of perception and attention
and found that students on
Amantadine suffered on these
grounds.
She also found that a third of
students noted other side effects
(and "side effects" are not
synonymous with "complications")
such, as insomnia, nervousness and
dizziness. These side effects usually
showed up within the first four days
of treatment and then disappeared.
Burin qnc case our often they vitrc
severe enough to warrant .stopping
the drug.
^f
More bad newv This new uSe of
an old drug has not been sanctioned
by the-Federal Government U,, "Jare.

,

/

rather (han curing the disease. Ii
seems to me that is where the state
of the art rests today.
However, I cannot forget that
when Squibb wanted to offer its
mycolog cream, which had been on
the market for many years, in a 30
mgm. tube as well as a IS mgm.
lube, it took THREE YEARS for it
IO get permission. So I don't look
for any love letters from F.D.A. this
year.
I reported to you within the
month that Ara-A is now cleared for
treatment of a common virus brainy
infection. Now comes Amantadine
for Russian Flu. Do yqu realize that
the walls of Jericho are beginning to
cruiriWe? In the dark night q£mankind's struggle with virus
%::«, tiny points of" light are
appearing, and it "Is as exciting as
any- period fn the long history- of.
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Hicks does not feel she is handicapped
By ROBIN PATER
Starr Writer
Four foot, seven inches tall, shining
blonde hair, sparkling blue eyes and a
twinkling grin to match .. that's Tanna
Hicks

Hicks likes it here at Eastern. A
An 18-year-old freshman from
May field. Hicks is a four-year special resident of Burnam Hall, links
education maior who has been han- sometimes known as "Peanut"-is one
dicapped since birth. With a cleft palate of the gang just like everyone else who
and only two fingers on each of her knows and loves her
hands. Hicks has undergone 16 major
The only problem she has encountered
operations-oil her mouth, her left leg and
with her handicap is "getting to P.E.
her back.
which is in Begley. I do everything the
"Doctors told my parents When I was other people do in my class except the
an infant that I would never be able to running." she said Weight lifting and
walk." said Hicks. "I started out on running laps are requirements of her
crutches and long leg braces." con- class: Body. Form and Function.
tinued Hicks, who actually contradicted
their opinions by walking at age four.
Despite her handicap. Hicks bench
Tanna switched to short-leg braces and
wore them until high school graduation presses 55 pounds, does "lats" or pull
downs and walks her laps around the
"I went to the Kentucky Easter Seal Begley Building. She also walked the 12
Center for kindergarten. I've been In minute run and received an "A." She
public schools ever since." she said.
was required in addition, to do a 10-page
For seven consecutive years, Hicks typed report on the subject of how
has attended summer camp for the exercise affects the heart and lungs.
handicapped. "The camp gives the
handicapped people responsibility and a
Hicks said 'she feels many hanfeeling of belonging,", she explained.
dicapped persons on campus have
problems getting around. "If they're in
Hicks would not sit still at camp, nor a wheelchair. I don't think they can
would she settle for just being a learner. make it here." she remarked. "It's
She had to help and try to teach the because some of the University's
other kids Camp is where Hicks buildings are so inaccessible."
decided upon her major
Hicks asks for no special treatment.
Three hundred miles away from And she does many things nonhome. Hicks has been back to see her handicapped people never learn to do.
family only twice. Why so far away such as typing and playing the piano. In
from home just to come to Eastern? "I fact, she has studied and taken piano
«»*
wanted to get away from home," she lessons for 10 years.
"A person's only as handicapped as he
replied. "It's about the size of college I
wanted to go to," she added. "And thinks he is." Hicks said.
Tanna Hicks does not believe she.
besides. Eastern has a good special ed
herself, is handicapped.
department."

(photo by DOUG FftUCHTENICHT)

In the money

Besides carrying 16 hours per week.
Hicks works eight hours in the Townsend Room of the library as a part of the
University's Work Study Program
•What do you do in a library?" she
repeated "You shelve books and help
people and say 'one more hour'."

(photo by DOLKJ ••.UCWTKNICMT)

"A person's only as handicapped as he thinks he is ' -Tanna Hicks

This man (who wished to remain anonymous) finds his metal detector a
useful instrument in the ravine as he found a 1920 penny after the photo was
taken.

A lot of work involved in being a mascot, says Howard
lot of people, it would sound like I was on
By DAWN PERRY
an ego trip." he said.
Staff Writer
"Can I have your autograph?" has
"Basically I'm an extrovert. I'd have
become a very familiar saying to to he to assume that role." said Howard.
Michael Howard in the last several
According to Howard,„it all started
.with a phone s«U to the Bengal's enj 'un-Hi ■ ->••. •.
'
»<irTVUll !■■
■Commonly called "Benzoo" by his tertainment director. Shirley Byrd.
tfans. Howard is the Cincinnati Bengal
He told Byrd about his interest in
.mascot.
being the mascot. To his dismay, he was
'■■ Howard is a 22-year old senior from rejected.
•Erlanger. Kentucky.
About three months later, Howard
Every home Bengals game. Howard received a phone call from Byrd. She
1 dresses up in his tiger uniform and told him that he was eligible for an
audition in the second half of a pre! dances about Riverfront stadium.
Very few people know about his in- season game against the Chicago Bears.
He was an instant success and without
; vnlvement with the Bengals. "If I told a

reservation on anyone's part. Howard
became "Benzoo."

Howard said, one of the greatest
things about the job is the kids who are
up in the stands "In the eyes of a child.
•Benzoo.'(iar.very real; If I could hring
them down on the. field. I would."
Howard said
Howard said. "The biggest thrill of
the season was being on Monday Night
Football. Nov 13."
In addition to being a celebrity.
Howard says there's a lot of work involved. According to Howard, the suit
he wears is extremely heavy. "After a
game. I'm physically exhausted."

"Benzoo"
cheerleaders
"Ben-Gals."
they lead the

works along with 28
who are known as the
said Howard. Together
fans in all the cheers.

According to Howard. "Bencoo" has
been in a few television commercials
but these took place' before Howard
received the position. Howard would
like to do commercials but they are
taped during the week and because of
school he is unable to do so.
Despite the Bengals losing season.
Howard says the fans are still
responsive. "They're a nice audience
and they stick behind the Bengals all the
way." ho said

A CUT ABOVE
THE REST!

BUCHANAN TttATRE. KEEN JOHNSON BL«DING SEVEN r«GHTS PER WEEK £
AT THE LISTED T»« PLEASE WATCH SCHEDULE FOR STMmNG TB*.
ADMISSION S tl 00 AM) UNITED TO EKU COMMUNITY FOB ADDITIONAL ^w
INFORMATION CALL STUDENT ACTMTES - 62»ms
^S^

-THE FUNNIEST
NEW COMEDY OF THE YEAR."

You deserve it.

-Varnon Scott. UNTIED PRESS

218 So. Porter
623-3661

Last week, the Bengals had their first
victory of the season. They defeated the
Houston Oilers Howard said. "After the
first touchdown, the crowd was estactic
and the spirit continued throughout the
eame."
lloward'believes'the crowd effects the
game. "When the crowd is supportive, it
makes the players try harder.' he said.
Even though the season hasn't been
the best one. Howard is still supportive
and believes in the Bengals. He's proud
to be a part of them.
Howard said. "I'm doing a
professional job. I put everything I have
into it. I'm representing the Bengals."

Michael "Benzoo" Howard

JIM'S ROLL - ARENA
Lancaster Rd. Behind Britts
Regular Schedule
Sunday Afternoon 2 til 4
Wednesday Night 7 til 9
Friday Night 6 til 8
Two Session 9 til 11

Each Session *2.00
• Saturday Night Special
6 til 10*3.00
• Special Group Fund Raising Rate.
Phone 624-1474

JiMtm
Campus Cinemas 1 • 2
Skin Cars &
Hair Design*

SLAP SHOT
Thursday & Friday
November 16, 17
8:00,10:00

616 Eastern By Pass

University Shopping Center

623-0588

The Great
Dictator
Charles Chaplin. Paulatte
Goddard
(1940)

GEORGE
SEGAL

November 18, 19
8:00, 10:00
Saturday
Sunday

JACQUELINE
BISSET

Timhng tlie one mi love... ts I hiding yoursell.
HENRY

University Film
Series
will Resume

DAVID ANSEN.

Nrnaa

Jan. ii; it7«T \

mmm^_

O

La'? Chance
to See

SALLY

PG

HELD

"The happiest, funniest movie event of the year.'
NORMA McLAIN STOOP. A(|o Darii

-f

Nightly Features

—1

WINKLER

"A comedy thriller
with more than
a touch of class."

r

"A >J/EDDING" *3o aso' (TO)

Special Midnight Show

HEROES
A UNIVERSAL PICTURE 'OW

1

^"^g^^Mm ^

Monty Python and the Holy Grail

$1.50

Specie/Midnight Show

1

r
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Surprise, Surprise. . .

African conference
scheduled for
November 29

Martin meal plan
lacks substance
By DAVID WINTERS
Staff Writer
Editor'* note: David Winters Is a
student on Ihr Martin Hall meal plan.
This story contains his views and
analysis.
The Martin Hall meal plan has opened
this semester to less than favorable
reviews.
Student opinion of the new three meala day. seven day a week food operation
has thus far been less than favorable.
An unofficial survey of 30 students
eating there revealed only one person
who thought that the food was good; the
other 29 had thoughts ranging from "the
food is okay" to "it !+*!!l's."
The plan costs $420 per semester,
about $25 per week.
The rather loosely stated rules leave
the hierarchy quite a bit of room to
manipulate students.
The rules are that students may have
as much of everything they want except
main courses which are limited to one
for non-athletes.
There is another apparent rule which
was not in any of my literature about the
plan which states something to the effect that "ihe staff may at any time
change the rules to suit their desires."
When the staff miscalculates the
number of students, it simply discontinues serving the item it has run out of.
never bothering to cook more.
There are two examples of this which
I will state later, but first-a little about
the food.
While 1 am going to speak in
generalities, the best way to judge the
food is to go there one night and pay the
$2 65 charged to those not on the plan
and to see for yourself.
The meals Include salad bar. deserts,
drinks, main courses and the everpopular vegetables.
The vegetables are lukewarm-occasionally hot. occasionally cold,
sometimes in the pot nine days old-but
usually lukewarm.
Salads are served at a salad bar. They
range from different mutations of jello,
hland potato and macaroni salads and
the traditional wilted lettuce.
Drinks are the best part of the meal
plan. Almost every drink imaginable
mis fcewi served at one time or another.
The regulars include Coke. Sprite, Tab,
Milk, fruit drinks, coffee and Gatorade
Deserts are a hot item, especially ice
cream which is probably the item most
stolen and taken out of the cafeteria.

Other deserts available are stale cake
■ whatever type is cheapest for the
proprietors to buy or make), half-frozen
pudding, and the usual assortment of
pies, usually broken or soupy.
The desert which students seem to
enjoy the best is cheesecake.
The main courses are subject to
controversy. The selection depends on
when you eat. If you are too late you
may be given the choice of only one
main course other than fish- which is
served as an alternative at every meal.
Apparently the primise is that
everyone likes fish.
When the choice dwindles, tempers
sometimes flare.
One athlete got into a heated verbal
battle when he arrived to find only the
infamous hamburger steak remaining.
One of his friends commented that it
looked like "Purina Cat Chow Burgers."
The athlete was greeted by the cook
with a rather gruff "What do you
want?"
Smiling wryly he pointed to the
pathetic burgers and said. "I'll have one
of those NY strip steaks."
Another problem occurred when •
student was turned down after he
requested more trench fries which art)
supposedly part of the unlimited amount
of vegetables.
He too. was a victim of the
mismanagement which causes some
items to not be available as provided in
the aforementioned loosely stated rules.
This mismanagement takes place ■
lot on weekends when the food is abnormally bad anyway.
While the food is suspect, the staff is
really pretty good-personality-wise.
A public relations newssheet is
published in an attempt to answer
student gripes and to acquaint the
students with the staff.
Some of the staff members even
manage to smile while serving students
The biggest gripe about the Martin
Hall Meal Plan is. the attitude that
making money is more important than
pleasing students.
Fresh fruit and yogurt are not served
because "they are too costly at this
time," according to the director of food
service, Larry Martin.
Yet. last year a surplus of (10,000 was
realized at the meal plans around
campus, according to one report
In conclusion, cost and taste must be
weighed by students when determining
whether the meal plan is for them.

By HICK 8CHARDEIN
Gaest Writer

(pnoto by SCOTT ADAMS)

'Busy as a bee'

Henry Kissinger suggested spending
millions of U.S. dollars for military
hacking "over there."
That's how important the Ford administration felt it was to fight CubanRussian influence in Africa.
And anyone who stays even remotely
in touch with national news knows that
something is changing rapidly
changing -in the way that world leaders
view the importance of that continent.
"Africa in a Changing World" is the
title that's been given to a World Affairs
Conference scheduled here later this
month.
Keynote speaker for the conference,
to he held Nov. 29. is John H. (nettle, the
director for both North and South Africa
of an organization called the South
Africa Foundation.
<'nettle, a former Rhodes scholar, is
considered an expert in current African
affairs. He was invited by the Africa
Subcommittee of the Senate Foreign
Relations committee to testify in 1976,
and hy a similar committee in the House
of Representatives in 1977.
In addition, ('hettle has appeared on
many radio and television programsincluding the Today Show and the
MacNeil-Lehrer Report
According to coordinator Tae-Hwan
Kwak. the conference was scheduled, in

part, as a prelude to the "African
Semester" offered by the College of Arts
and Sciences.
Several departments in that college
will be offering classes dealing with
different aspects of both modern day
and historical Africa.
In addition. Kwak hopes the conference will "help stimulate world af-'
fairs studies on campus."
The conference begins in the Powell
cafeteria, with a noon luncheon address
hy Chettle on "What Sort of Crisis is
there in South Africa?"
The evening session begins at 7 pit
in the Adams room of the Wallace
Building, with a panel discussion
following Chettle's address on "Tie
Soviet Union and Cuba in Africa." '
Panel members include Dr. I.
Elaigwu. a Fullbright visiting professor
from Nigeria now at the University bf
Kentucky and Transylvania; Dr Karen
Mingst. UK: and Dr. James Libbey,
assistant professor of Learning Skijjs
here.
Luncheon tickets are available at the
department of political science, Wallace
317. The ticket price is t2.50.
Admission to the evening sessiot»,js
free and open to the public.
For more information or luncheon
tickets, contact Dr Kwak at Wallace
313. or telephone 822-5946
-j|

Jim Steed, a junior agriculture student from Lexington, one of the student
bee-keepers on campus, examines a colony of bees in the University apiary.

'■■

Omegas celebrate 'Achievement Week'
Bv JOYCE E. CUNNINGHAM
Staff Writer
Achievement Week was launched
Monday. What is Achievement Week?
Well according to Ronald Griffin, a
member of Omega Psi Phi Fraternity, it
is "a week in which we (Omega Psi Phi I
recognize black achievement in our
fraternity and blacks in general."
Ever since 1970 the fraternity has
offered the campus literature, movies,
pamplets and pictures of influential

blacks ■•The events are sponsored to
involve minorities and bring about
better relations." said Griffin.
Not only is Achievement Week being
celebrated on the University's campus
hut also by Omega Psi Phi chapters all
over the nation in various ways.
"Here on campus we've tried to use
this week as a vehicle to introduce
students to great Mack leaders, black
events of history and hopefully instill
some black pride." said Griffin.
The week's activities include a black

\

film presentation Monday through fratemitv and their little sisters The
Thursday in the Powell Center, a guest speaker will be fraternity
basketball tournament involving the member Bill Asberry, a computer
black organizations at Telford Com- specialist at IBM
munity Center on East Main, a
The memorial service is held in honor
celebration dance at Pimlico Apartment
party-house in Lexington and a of Thomassena Walker, the fraternity's
memorial service at 7:30 Sunday in the little sister who died three years ago
The fraternity contributes lioo to a
Meditation Chapel.
scholarship fund for Walker's little
The Founders Day banquet will be girl annually. Ihe fraternity asks that
held at Bonanza Steak House. Attending everyone come to the service and
the banquet will be the members of the contribute.
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MEN'S WEAR
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Clothes that
become apart
of year lift

ALBUM SPECIAL

Fast/Free Delivery
CnA-IAIA Free Cokes with
OZ4~Z4Z4 delivery just ask!

Archies Upper Crust
263 East Main Street
Richmond. Kentucky

BOSTON - Don't Look Back
ELTON JOHN ■ A Single Man
ROLLING STONES - Some Girls
HALL A OATS - Along the
Red Ledge
CHICAGO - Hot Streets
FOGELBERG * WISBERG - Twin
Sons
THE WHO- Who Are You
KENNY LOGGINS - Night Watch
FOREINGNER • Double Vision
AND MANY OTHERS
WHILE THEY LA1T

Saturday Brunch
11:00 Gametime
Country Ham, Brsquits
Scrambled Eggs, Cheese Grits
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VICTORY CELEBRATION
Big HI Ave.
Next To Burger Queen
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Our -story : The 7ars have
been captured by an elvish
coarlord oho bars their utty.
I'm Xrry but

Crabs' Itione of
he blach" knights ("

Ao-' I,Sire.
Wosenblcat cVemand
LJOU to -stand clear! j
Tr
X"k?i

J-mfofcedfckill!
3ir! Vouiniuttme!
Wn!!.1!

Iry inq to save the 7ars

SS&s^j,

•By a stroke of luck
the Zao have e^capedl
one danger , but their
Quest .still looks grim

jfrom being killed by me .hut]

Trying to save fhe STars

(photo By SCOTT ADAMS)

Dave Preston aims for the tire in the Delta Upsiton football
throw, part of the United Way Carnival, held last Wednesday
in Shopper's Village

A hole 'n won

YOUR
ONE-STOP
SHOP!

PREPARE FOR:

MCAT • DAT • LSAT • BMMT
GRE OCM MT SftT
NMB I. IMIl-ECFMe-FLEH WQE
BOARDS

NAT'L DENTAL BOARDS
fltublt Program* 4 Hour*

There IS a difference!!!
For kitormatron Pleas* Call:
502 5878202
224 E. Broadway

'GOOD ANYTIME
SWEETHEART COUPON

Diamonds set in cluster with
the look of solitaires

TV 4 Radio
Rtpmir

Ammmm *
rtmmbimi Shop

All units in 10K Gold, available
in approximately .07 carat total
weight and 14 carat total weight

Et.

PHONE
623-2390

BLUE GRASS
HARDWARE

8bO.

$o
AL

VI'M'« •
a •■'■•■>■>•■

2-fc lb. TOP SIRLOIN STEAKS
2 BIG NEW BAKED POTATOES
(with loti of butter)
2 BIG SLICES OF TEXAS TOAST
2 SALAD BOWLS FOR OUR 38 ITEM^
&
■ALL YOU CAN EAT SALAD BAR ,*
'tW 2 BIG I lb. SOFT DRINKS
. <T
^H(REFILLS FREE)
^T^

& TAX

OFF

Available in 10K yellow or white gold

With This Coupon

• Cash • Layaway* Bank Card

DIAMOND

CENTER
KIRK'S*','-'*?;

623-1714

THE OTHER
PLACE
BILL HAMMONS
HAIRCUTTERS

R\ BY

;

■

SHOPPrRS VILI A
NEXT

TO I.G.A.

STUDIED IN
LONDON PARIS
NEW YORK A LA.

NEED A COLLEGE BREAK?
If you do. then you should check into what the
United States Air Force has to offer. You'll find
more than 140 jobs in the Air Force career
fields training at some of the finest technical
schools in the nation...an excellent salary..
the opportunity to work toward your associate
degree through the Community College of the
Air Force .. on-the-job experience. .
30 days of paid vacation a
year.. worldwide assignments .. medical care...
dental core...plus much
"more.
Check it out lor yourself
Dy contacting

823-94*=

m

Get Your

Armadillos are
1
CM Guys and Gals

Ronald McDonald *
i •

Dinner Plates

They're here! Those
ruggedly handsome little
critters guaranteed to
be the best friends
your feet ever
had. How do
you tell Boy
Armadillos
(rom Girl
Armadillos?"
Stop in
and see!

collect all four
A Different plate each week
Only

Durable
Dishwasher
' safe

SSfjl Jerry C. HuMnun
. USAF Recruiting Otlic.
415 Eaatnrn By-PCT
Hicnmond. KT —

■i\WJl

FROM $99.95 UP

112 E. MAIN
DOWNTOWN

218 S. Porter Dr.

)D ANYTIME
SWEETHEART COUPON

DINNER FOB TWO SPECIAL

• -The Big Difference <••

JfewMff
Horn***™

Lexington area
class** now forming.
Outside N.Y. State Only Call TOIL FREE: BOO 223 1782
Cintori In Miioc us Cities Toronto. PMfto »ko an* luiano. Swltitrlan*

«w

Sorority Mascot,,
Giftware

EDOCAtlOH»t CENTER
TEST MEaAfUTION
weeuusrs smce ioia

Lou.sville. Ky. 40202

trorn being killed by rrifc,hukij
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Plus Tox
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Richmwd
- 1-75 Exit*
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DOWNTOWN RICHMOND
220 East Mai n

A great way of life
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FOOTBALL CONTEST

$

1st Place

25 Gift Certificate

2nd Place $6 Gift $Certificate from Dougs Men's Wear
and 6 Worth of Groceries from A&P
3rd Place $10 Gift Certificate from Britts
4th PlaCC $6 Gift Certificate from Winnecke's^j^
5th Place Any List LP from Recordsmith
Last Week's Winners

:
;

1st Robbie McCraCken 2 Wrong, Tiebreaker Win by 7
2nd Jim MorrOW 3 Wrong. Tiebreaker Win by 17
3rd Jim Lair

3 Wrong, Tiebreaker Win by 13

4th Judy Canlk 3 Wrong. Tiebreaker Win by 7
5th Ed StrobaCh 3 Wrong, Tiebreaker Win by 7

Contest Rules

Thompson's IGA
By-Pass

Shoppers Village
( lAuburn VS Gtcgn { I

) 1/ ' Q .V, DIAMOND

KIRK'S*
.

Nl x l
WATCH REPAIR
JEWELRY REPAIR

, ,Florida

■

.-.

TO IG A

ENGRAVING DONE IN STORE
yg K#ntueky , ,

Bamboo Garden
Luncheon Special

$1gg

Tafy Mon.Fri.
SHOPPERS VILLAGE

EASTERN
Wins by

Name.

Loses By
Points Against

Add..

te

Phone.

623-9517

WE HAVE SHIRTS & JACKETS
FOR SORORITIES & FRATERNITIES
I ) Austin Pt.y VS E«t T.nn I )
EASTERN BY-PASS

CURRIER'S
MUSIC WURLD
GUITARS
SHEET MUSIC

Fast Free Delivery
623-7724
11 a.m.-1 a.m. Sun. - Thurs.
11 a.m.-2 a.m. Fri. -Sat.

University Shopping Center

%

fidttA

FURNITURE CENTER

( ) Maryland VS Clemaaon ( I

Has it

Complete line of quality furniture priced

I I *s| % \

>3mericasfCaVoritedrivc-in

25% - 40% below retail
RICHMOND -623-3163

Serving outrageous sandwiches

Richmond's

Radio/hack

'Complete line of albums and 8 tracks."
Universiiy Shopping Center

■

jygU cxuncwT DISCOUNT

I I Murray VS Weetovn

•"Only The/Look Is Expensive"

pAY OF SAY IMG IVI^aftVMACk
Qfter Good Thur Nov. Id '■
Show your I.O.

We deliver tmet and free

Open 10 a.m. • 9 p.m*

rr"_CN£LC'.*-r —-.:—

10% OFF

-•

624-2435

{ ) Colorado VS Iowa St ( I

( I UCLA VS Sou M t )

I I Wvtm.in8.VS Hawaii I I

•

SUB CENTER
Free
Delivery

University Shopping Center
{ ) Middle Term VS Tann Teen ( I

III I I I V|

a,*, vs Lon, 8~ch ST < >

=

( I Minntuia VS lllnoit I )

Your
One
Stop

n

623-6010

( ) Indiana VS Ohio ST. ! )

i i Purdue VS Michigan ( I

We deliver to campus any order over $2.00
EASTERN BY-PASS

ALBUMS
INSTRUMENT REPAIR

Open Every r'ite Til 9

( ) lounvill. VS Sou. Mitt. ( I

DOWNTOWN

Andy's
Pizza Place

COLONEL CLUB MEMBER

OOUOULGLDB For The Most
Fashionable Clothing Around

-

623"5058

623-6400

Taylor
Sporting Goods

Lower Level of the University Shopping Center...

:>

Eastern By-Pass

I ) Notn Dame VS Georgia < I

Soug's HenBiuear £fo. 2

UNIVERSITY SHOPPING CENTER

i#
ds^
Behind Jerry's
c<><

3fc

"The Family Shoe Store"

to Pizza Hut

d3»

.

B 8- H Shoes

NEXT TO BIG K

By-Pass

-*

( ) Stanford VS California ( )

UNIVERSITY SHOPPING CENTER

" "*T*"'"*" ''

We're Equipped To Meet All
Your Photographic Needs

( | Brigham Young VS Utah ( I

I

Mi

The Camera Shop

623-3050

MMirsclltSo

' ' °to

■

623 0667

University Shopping Center

TIEBREAKER

it

( I LSU VS Mm St. ( I

mQt.
623-2264

I To enter the contest, contestants may either use this page or an identical
contest page obtained at no charge, at the Eastern Progress office 4th floor
Jones Building.
2. Entries must be postmarked no later than 5:00 p.m. each Friday or delivered
to the Progress office 4th floor Jones Building. All entries mailed must be
mailed to Eastern Progress 4th Floor Jones Building, Eastern Kentucky
University. Richmond. Ky. 40475.
3 Winners will be notified by telephone. Winners names will be published each
week.
4 Name, address and telephone number must be on each entry. Mail entire
contest page
5 The decision of the judges each week will be final
fi Pick the winner and estimate score of the tie-breaker game It could mean
your winning or losing.

. .

Family Shoe Center
" I l Yale VS Harvard ( I

•>

LOVVEH LEVEL

UNIVERSITV SHOPPING CENTER
I ) Texaa A&M VS Arka

ill

a ,"
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Sports
Colonel cagers lack
'continuity' as season opener nears
By KEN TINOI.EY
Sports Editor
Despite the fact that the temperatures
seem to he getting warmer instead of
colder, the natural progression of sports
must continue. In another week Eastern
sports will be moving inside.
The Colonel cagers will take to the
floor of Alumni Coliseum in a little over
a week to take on Northern Knetucky
and open their third season under the
helm of coach Ed Byhre.
The Colonels are looking forward to
hopefully one of their best seasons. They
return four starters to the team that
finished 15-11 last year. This has
prompted the OVC coaches to pick the
Colonels as earlv favorites to win the
OVC.
However, coach Byhre remains
cautious "I don't pay a whole lot of
attention to things like that." said
Byhre. "after all look who they (the
coaches) picked to win the OVC in
Inotball." Byhre was of course referring
to the coaches selection of Tennessee
Tech as the pre season pick in the OVC
football race Tech is 3-2 and has no
chance at the title.
Byhre describes the OVC as one of the
most evenly matched leagues in the
country Among the teams that Byhre
looks for to be the toughest are Murray.
Western and Middle Tennessee.
Despite the great talent that the
Colonels seem to possess this year.
Byhre has been somewhat less than
pleased with the team as a whole. "We
haven't been able to develop any continuity." said Byhre.
Injuries have already been a big
problem this year for the team. In the
first two weeks of practice alone the
Colonels have had four nagging injuries.
Vic Merchant, the senior forward who
was injured much of last year, sprained
his ankle and missed two weeks of
practice. Dave Boot check has missed
practice time with a pinched nerve in
his back. Dale Jenkins, who is fighting
with Bootcheck for the starting center
position, has also missed time with a
groin injury. And recently Lovell Joiner
has not been able to practice due to a
bruised toe and an ankle injury.
With the season a little over a week
away Coach Byhre has already had his
problems. The following is an analysis
of each player on the team and comments about them by Byhre.
CAKVIN BbOCKBR - 16-6. 194. Ft.)
Rlocker is the only freshman on this
year's varsity team. He is a forward
who loves to play the game according to
Byhre. "He has the ability but not the
experience." said Byhre.
DAVE BOOTCHECK - (64. 230, Jr.)
Bootcheck was one of five Colonels who
averaged over ten points a game last
year. He was all OVC as a freshman.
"He looked very good his first week,"
said Byhre. "but then he got hurt.

There's no question that he can score.
We're looking for him to get the
rebounds and play tough inside
defense."
KENNY ELLIOTT - (6-0. 180, Sr.)
Elliott was the team's second leading
scorer last year with a 14.4 average. He
also was the team's leading free threw
shooter with an .813 percentage.
However, with the addition of transfer.
James Tillman. Elliott will be hard
pressed to start.

v sH>

better than he was last year." That's
how Byhre described his sophomore
point guard who was one of the main
reasons that Eastern set the record for
most assists ever by one team in the
OVC. Byhre also describes him as one of
the most important parts of the team
Jones also-sc(ire<l 10.4 points a game.
MIKE LIST (6-2. 180. So.) List is
described by Byhre as an unselfish
player who will play any position asked
of liim He's a good shooter but he's in
stiff competition at guard.
VIC MERCHANT - (6-5. 186. Sr.)
Merchant managed to play in 19 games
despite the fact that he had numerous
injuries over the course pf the year.
Merchant averaged nine points a game
last year and looked like he was on his
way to earning a starting position before
he was hurt again this year. Byhre also
praised him as being probably the best
passing forward on the team.

Bootcheck
Elliott
DANNY HANEY - (6-S, 180, So.)
Haney is described by Byhre as
"probably the best passer on the team."
He is also a hard worker but has a bad
knee which he has had the fluid drained
out of 36 times. Byhre also commented
that his knee will he the big question
mark
DALE JENKINS - (6-8. 205. So.)
Jenkins is a junior college transfer from
Daytona Beach. He is currently fighting
with Bootcheck for the starting center
position. Byhre describes Jenkins as not
as good offensively as Bootcheck but
that he probably has an edge in
rebounding and defense. "He's going to
have to get used to playing division I
hall." said Byhre. "It's a lot tougher
than junior college ball."
DAVE JENKINS - (6-6. 190. So.)
Jenkins was among the leading shooters
among Eastern's reserves last year. He
was also among the best rebounders
although seeing limited action.
LOVELL JOINER - (6-7, 220. Sr.)
Joiner was Eastern's leading scorer and
rebounder last year and made all-OVC
at the forward position. "His rebounding will be one of the keys to the team's
success." said Byhre. Joiner was also
voted pre-season all-OVC. He also led
the team in minutes played last year.

DONNIE MOORE - (6-2. 180. So.)
Moore is also another underclassman
who has some stiff competition at the
guard position. Byhre describes Moore
as a very good defensive player.
DAVE TIERNEY • (6-3. 180. Jr.)
Tierney is a walk-on player who has
found a home as a substitute guard.
"He's just a good sound player who
knows his capabilities probably better
than anyone on the team." said Byhre.
According to Byhre he should see a lot of
action this year. He only averaged 4.5

The champions for the intramural
flag football league are: The Whiz Kids
beat the Bombers 38-0 to take the
women's division. PIT defeated BTP 2212 to win the men's division.
The coed tube water polo deadline is
Tuesday. Nov. 21 Entries should be
made over al Begley room 202 or
Weaver room 309. For more info call
5434 or 1983 and ask for Steve

BRUCE JONES - (60. 188. So.) "He's

Argent
Miamanb

Graduation
Portrait!
Composite*
Job ft Instant
Passport

Wedding Band*
Earrings
Engagement Rings
Pendants

Mark Watts
858 9915

623-3145
218 Porter Dr. (Behind Jerry's)

Expires Nov.29, 78

I

I

Carl Ling
8871258

Join Andy
For A
Pizza

OFF

Save Money
Free Delivery

To Campus On Any
Order Over $2.00

gOQOOPOOOQvOOQOOQQQQAndvs Pizza Palace

TAYLOR
©
SPORTING GOODS
Colonel Club Member
Trophies
Plaques
Engraving

quite a pair
quite naturally

BY-PASS

Phone 623-9517

S. 3rd

623-0340

All Athletic Supplies
Shoes
Uniform!
College Park Shop. Ctr.

SERVING OUTRAGEOUS SANDWICHES

g

«•

Colonel finisher. He came in 23rd. just
one place shy of being able to qualify for
the NCAA Championships. Ed Strobach
and Gary Noel were the next closest to
Bonk for the Colonels.
The men's cross country team really
had a fine overall season, especially
after losing three of their top five
runners last year. With freshman
sensation Dennis Creekmore injured,
the Colonels had to work extra hard to
go as far as they did.
The highlights of the season were the
Conference meet where Doug Bonk and
Bill Morgan were named All-OVC.
The men continue their schedule with
their first indoor meet Jan. 13 at the
East Tennessee Minidome.

SUB CENTER

Treat And

Any Large
14" inch
v Pizza -

Village
Florist

Specializing in

«^
FOR THE FINEST IN
PHOTOGRAPHY

{SAndys Pizza Palace QOQOOOOOOOOOOOOlftftp

$

Mon
Tue.

After 4 superb third-place finish in
last weeks OVC Championships meet,
the men's cross country team suffered a
•letdown" in the NCAA District II meet
at Furman University in Greenville.
South Carolina.
None of the Colonel harriers qualified
for the NCAA Championship meet to be
held (his weekend at Madison.
Wisconsin
"We had a little letdown, but it is not
indicative of the fine season we had,"
commented Coach Art Harvey "We ran
well in the OVC and that's what we had
set our goals for."
Senior Doug Bonk was the closest

Diamond Wholesale

ANDYS'
B
o

Mon
Tue

Runners run
ragged in district meet
Staff Writer

"It just about knocked me off my feet. I knew I'd really been clobbered but I
didn't know what hit me. By the impact, I assumed it was an object about the
size of a brick."
Dennis Rainear. a marathon runner from Midland, Mich, after he was shot in
the head while running the Grand Valley Marathon in Allendale. Mich. Rainear
finished the last 16 miles with a .22 caliber slug pressed against his skull.

Jim Cox Studio

624-2427

Mon
I ue

Mike Gray, a senior from Rushville. In., watches a drive off the tee during
the I'.Ki Invitational a month ago. Gray and the rest of Ray St ruder s linksters
will travel south this weekend for the All Dixie Intercollegiate Tournament. The
Colonels have already won two of the three tourneys they have competed in this
fall

Bv WILLIE SAWYF.RS

Recreational Free-Plav
Begley Building
Nnv 20 5 30-10:30 p.m.
Nov. 21 - 6:00-10:30 p.m.
Alumni Coliseum
Nov. 20 - 5:30-10:30 p.m
Nov. 21 - closed
Weight room
Nov 20 - 6:00-9:00 p.m.
Nov. 21 - closed

"Quote of the week »»

WEDDINGS

BIBLE
MOMENT

Tinman
CHRIS WILLIAMS - (64, 194. Sr.)
"Williams has scored wherever he has
gone." said Byhre. He also pointed out
that the other parts of his game need to
be improved However, he has been
working much harder this year.
The Colonels open their season a week
from Saturday against Northern
Kentucky in Alumni Coliseum
Eastern will compete in two tournaments this year They will compete in
(he Show-Me Classic in Columbia, Mo.
on Dec 1-2 and they will also participate
in the Wolfpack Classic in Reno. Nev.
from Dec. 20-21.
The Colonels will also travel to
Charleston to play West Virginia and
Charlotte to play the University of North
Carolina-Charlotte.
Byhre seems optimistic about his
talent and the fact that this year he will
have more depth than in years past
especially at the forward position.
However, the injuries to the team seem
to have slowed the team's development
and this seems to be worrying Byhre.
The opening games could prove to,be a
'real test for the Colonels

Intramural highlights

PORTRAITS

DIAL

points per game last year but was the
team's best shooter from the field with a
545 percentage.
JAMES TILLMAN - (6-4, 185. Jr.)
Tillman is a college transfer from
Maryland who can play small forward
or second guard. He's very creative and
very explosive." said Byhre. "He's a
good all-around player."

•

W. THIRD
AND
MAIN ST.

EAT IN
TAKE OUT
FREE DELIVERY

FREE DELIVERY 624-2435
REGULAR
SANDWICHES

PIZZA PALACE

Includes Lattuca, Tomato, Onion, Chaasa
Seasoning and our own Top Sacrat Drawing.

Sarvad on Wnlta, Rya
or Whoia Wnaat Braad.
Lattuca, Tomato, Mayo.
Mustard or Onion on
Raquesf. 10c axtra

ROAST BEEF.
TURKEY
,
HAM
HAM & CHEESE
SALAMI (Genoa)
SALAMI & CHEESE
LIVERWORST,....v
TUNA SALAD

1.24
.1.24
1.24
1.34
.1.24
.1.34
1.14
1.24

i

[623-34001 |

SUBMARINE SANDWICHES
™*f °
HAM
SALAMI(Genoa)
ROAST BEEF.
TURKEY.
LIVERWORST.
TUNA
, CHEESE.....

■%

2.10
2 10
7 10
2 10
2'l0
210
Z10
2.10

"DIET THING" A CHEF'S
»■

SIDE ORDERS ;

1.45
1.45
1.45
1.45
1.45
1.45.
....1.45.....
„... 1.45.

WEIGHT WATCHERS SPECI/VL
t

"COKE, SPf.,7^. /HM.rrWtihM.*'^
LEMONADE OR ICE TEA......... .35
COFFEE
...«•« .26
ASSORTED CHIPS.
...,.25
HOT PEPPERS.....
..OS
KOSHEL PICKLE SLICE.
...IS
. CHILI.........i*««u«....■•...« -*5
TOSSED SALAD.
,
45

»

D,..I„— „. Roast Baal. Ham,
•at. SalA.n anar-SwMa-Chaasa '
" «rr a iMvrof Lattuca and Tomato
siic.i and your choka of
Orestlng
t*i.69

■..'.

notffcSIVION-THUR:

rRI-SAT.........
SUNDAY

10am to 12pm
10am .to 2pm
11am to 12pm

DELIVERY
^MINIMUM 41.75

w

wmm

wmm*

mm^

mw

mm
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OVC title is in hands of Western

Colonels are offensive in
rout of Akron
Bv CHRIS Kl SKKIt If V
Staff Writer
"That's the best game we've played
offensively in the past three weeks." -Roy Kid,I
For 35 minutes last Saturday, the
Eastern Kentucky Colonels looked like
(he "maroon machine" of old. that
swamped East Tennessee 49-6 and
Middle Tennessee. 42-12. amassing 398
total yards en route to a 35-0 lead and
coasted to their seventh victory in nine
names. 35-14 over the Akron Zips.
The Colonels came out fired up and
ready to play. In fact, the offensive unit
locked into high gear and scored the
first four times they had the ball,
totaling 270 yards in the process.
Dale "'he General" Patton opened the
scoring with four minutes gone in the
first quarter, capping an eight play - 69
yard drive, pounding into the end zone
from a yard out The drive was helped
by flanker Bill Kolesar who recovered a
Rill Hughes fumble for a 13 yard gain
and a first down. David Flores 56th
consecutive extra point made it 7-0.
A tew minutes later Eastern raised
their lead to 14-0 as Patton slammed in
from a yard out for his second touchdown of the game, tying a school record
for the most touchdowns in a season. 13
with former Colonel star Alfred
Thompson
For the game. Patton led the Colonels
with 95 yards rushing in 18 carries to put
his total for the year at 900.
"Dale's doing everthing we ex
I*x'led." said head coach Roy Kidd
"He's done a great job for us. he really
helps our offense."
Kreshman Chris Isaac replaced Bill
Hughes as quarterback and directed
Eastern 68 vards in 10 plays, scoring the
louchdown himself on an 11 yard run.
Kifty-seven of those yards were
cathered on one play as Isaac directed a
bomb in the direction of speedster Jerry
Parrish who made a spectacular
leaping catch to set up the Colonels third
Tl) Isaac was five for eight on the day
for 122 vards
Stan Mitchell scored the Colonels
fourth touchdown from the three yard
line to balloon the score to 28-0. Mitchell
had another fine week at the tailback
spot, gaining 94 yards in 16 attempts.
But the funny thing" about Mitchell's
performance was that he had 91 yards in
the first half.
While the offense was piling up 294
yards in the first half alone, the defense
continually put the clamps on the Zip
offense, allowing only 77 yards and six
first downs.
"I was surprised." said Kidd. "Our
players really performed well. I think
our kids eot Tired up to beat Akron
because they beat Western. (Western
heat Eastern.-17-16) We had to prove
who was the best team."

"Our defense piayed great." said
Kidd. "We had great respect for Akron's
offense but they blew them away. Our
offensive line really played well too.
they really fired out."
INDIVIDUAL LEADERS
RUSHING
Dale Patton 18-95rSUn Mitchell 16-94;
Bill Hughes .5-37; Chris Isaac 8-23;
Bruce Cox 3-9; Tony Braxton 2-7; Dave
Schaible 1-5; Alvin Miller 2-3.
PASSING
Chris Isaac 5-8-0 122 yards; Bill
Hughes 1-1-0 5 vards.
RECEIVING
Jerry Parrish 2-59: David Booze 1-36;
Bruce Cox 1-14; Alvin Miller 1-13; Cris
Curtis 1-5.
^^^
Charles Branson put the icing on the
Colonel victory cake when he returned a
punt 50 yards down the sidelines for the
fifth Eastern touchdown Flores 60th
extra point in a row made .it 35-0
Colonels.
"He's made some super plays for us."
said Kidd. "Ever since we moved him to

safety, he's done a real good job."
The Zips scored a couple of late touchdowns as Marty Rogers banged in from
a yard out both times against the
Colonels second string defense but the
Zips were completely outclassed by an
overaU team effort by the men in
maroon.
jlsids get a little complacent when
your leading 35-0." said Kidd. "So we
substituted a lot. we gave everybody a
chance to play."
The Colonels improved their record to
7-2 and for Roy Kidd it was his 99th
career victory and Kidd will be gunning
for his 100th victory next week against
Morehead at Hanger field.
GRID Dl'ST:
Patton needs only to score one touchdown on Saturday to set two new school
records. Right now he's tied for the most
touchdowns scored in a season. 13, and
is two points shy of the scoring record,
80 points in a single season. Patton has
78. David Flores is only three points
from the school record in kick scoring
record set in 1975 by Earl Cody with 56.
(pnoto by STEVE BROWN)

Eel veterans excel
in intrasquad scrimmage
Bv CRAIG COMBS
Staff Writer
Several fine individual performances
m.irked the Eastern swimmers MaroonWhite intrasquad swim meet at the
Coliseum pool last Friday.
The Whites took a 55-48 win. in a meet
('oach Dan l.ichty said would go a long
way in "Hiving us a better idea about
who will help us most this year."
Heading the way for the white team
were John Meisenheimer and Gary
Jameson, with two individual and one
relay victory apiece. Meisenheimer
look first in the 50 and 100 yard freestyle
sprints, and anchored the victorious 400
yard medley relay team
Jameson took firsts in the 200
backstroke and individual medley, and
teamed with Meisenheimer. Don

Grin and bear it

Waters, and Dennis Bright in taking the
4on medley relay
Scott Barber took the one and three
meter diving for the Whites, "showing
much improvement and consistency"
according to Coach l.ichty.
Possibly the outstanding performance
of the meet was turned in by Eel
distance man Chris Gray for the Maroon
team. Gray, as expected, won the 1000
yard freestyle, one of his main events.
Gray then showed his versatility by
winning one of his "off" events, the 200
yard butterfly. Gray also was a member
of the Maroon 400 yard freestyle relay
learn which took first.
l.ichty said the training schedule for
the rest of this month would consist of
"working hard for two weeks and then
taper for the Morris Harvey Relays."

Lady Colonels
just miss finals in finale
BvROB SANDERS
Staff Writer
The Women's volleyball team came
just one point away from qualifying for
the Regional tournament this year with
a third game. 18-16 loss to the University
of Kentucky.
To set the stage for the finals of the
winners bracket. Eastern had turned in
victories over Murray (15-3. 15-5) and
Morehead (17-15. 15-10) who. incidentally, had beaten the lady Colonels
in both of the previous meetings.
U.K. and Eastern entered the contest

Scoreboard
UPCOMING EVENTS
FOOTBALL
Moreheed St.

Nov. 18
1:30 p.m.

TOP TEN FOOTBALL TEAMS
DMeion IAA
Merger Field

BASKETBALL IMen'sl
Nov. 26 - Northern Kentucky - Alumni
Cokeeum ■ 7:30 p.m.
Nov. 27 - Ball State - Alumni CoUeeum ■
7:30 p.in
BASKETBALL IVVomen el
Nov. 27 • Tannum - Alumni Coliseum
Nov. 29 ■ Indiana - Away

1. Nevada-Reno
2. Jackeon St.
3. Florida A Et M
4. Western Kentucky
5. Northern Arizona
6. South Carolina St.
7. Rhode lalind
8. Eastern Kentucky
9. Maeeachuaette
10. Montana St.

Nov.
Away
10-0-0
9-1-0
7-1-0
7-2-0
7-2-0
8-2-1
7-2-0
7-2-0
6-3-0
8-2-0

Danny Martin, a junior from Louisville, attempts to advance a punt in
Saturday's game against Akron. Martin's sights seem to be set on something
more than the goal line, possibly westward where Murray attempts to upset
Western and give Eastern a share of the OVC title.

18-18

GOLF
All Dixie IntercoHegiete

OVC FOOTBALL STANDINGS
Conlerence
Overall
WLT
WLT
Western Kentucky
600
720
Eastern Kentucky
410
720
Tennessee Tech
320
460
Austin Peay
330
540
Murray St.
140
400
Morehead St.
140
261
Middle Tennessee
140
180

with unblemished records in the tourney
and a guaranteed Regional birth on the
line. U.K. took the first game 15-7 with
Eastern taking the second 15-11.
11.
This set the scenario for what coach
Geri Polvino called, "the very peak of
our entire season."
Explained Polvino. "We were ahead
at one point seven to nothing and even
later were ahead 14 to 8. We were so
close." For historical purposes. U.K.
came back to take the game 18-16 and
eventually to finish second behind
Northern Kentucky. Eastern wound up
third.
"That third game was the pivotal
game to the wtiok* tournament.'' said
Polvino. "Hau w»r won that game I
believe we would have gone on to beat
Northern."
The dark-haired coach had nothing
but praise for her charges even in the
face of the defeat. "We played super
volleyball. I am very proud of the way
we played. At one point in that big U.K.
game I thought we paniced, but it never
showed up in our statistics."
"I've never had a team that's been
this together as a team. They didn't
make nearly as many individual gains

as they did as a team. I am very proud
of their progress."
As witness to the outstanding play.of
the Eastern netters. the team placed
three persons on the All-Tournament
team, including the only freshman.
This by the way. from the third place
finisher
"I was really shocked and surprised."
said freshman Nancy Stoekle from
Park Hills about her being chosen to the
elite group in her first year. "I was
disappointed that we lost but I'm happy
about the way we played. Third is a lot
better than last."
Senior Paula Tipton. also from Park
Hills, was another who expressed
surprise at her choice. "My biggest
feeling was surprise. I was really excited. Still I would have traded it lor a
first or second place finish."
Also chosen to the All-Tourney team
was senior Evy Abell from Louisville
Seneca High School. She was- a threeyear starter for Eastern
Coach Polvino will now head into the
recruiting wars as Eastern will try to
replace the eight seniors they lose this
vear.

Boug'a HHenjBUiear ^.2
University Shopping Center

"Early Christmas Sale"
JEANS: 1 RACK

Lei and Stephens
Brand Name Goods

Heavy 14 oz Denim
Size* 27 to 38
Reg. $16 - 23

SALE

TURTLENECK KNIT SHIRTS:
Would Mike Wonderful Christmas Gifts
50% Polyester 50% Cotton, Machine Washable

^

Colors. Navy, Lt. Blue and Off Whit.

•

5 I .. 9 9

SALE

Reg. $9

2|"
%J

LEATHER JACKETS: «-« —
Choose any Leather, Peg Suede, or Vinyl Jacket
In Stock This Weekend:
Including - Aigner, McGregor and
other name brands
Reg. $40 - $299

SALE

LADIES SWEATERS
Different Stylet
Reg. $8.60

SALE

Bong's JUnoioear Sfo. 2
$c Hastes' sports wear
;*

K

.

<

l&Tortitj Skoppiif Carte ,.fW-4.*?.
,
LAY-A-WAV FKck uTPT WRAPPING-1
OPEN SUNDAYS
1:30 - 6:30
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Morehead vs Eastern:
let's win this one for the coach
Hv MATIIKW IHKHAM

Stair Writer
Morehead Stale has the worst all-time
won-loss record for football in the OVC
and this year they're keeping up the
pace.
The Eagles have lost all but two
games this year and this has led to the
resignation of head coach Wayne
Chapman, effective at the end of the
season
"My greatest wish has been to see the
Ragles develop a winning tradition. I
have given everything I had to give for
three years and my only regret is that I
have not been able to attain the goal I
set for the Eagles program when I
iHvame head coach." said Chapman
Chapman's teams have compiled a 719-3 record, including a 2-5-1 mark this
season with only the Eastern game
remaining.
"Morehead is a well-disciplined, well
drilled team which had some bad breaks
this vear." said Colonel head coach Roy
Kidd".
Despite the record, the offense had out
gained its opponents in total yards per

game 337-314. However, they have only
averaged 18 points a game.
Phil Simms. last seasons OVC offensive player of the year, is at quarterback While not having the stats that
he had last year. Simms has already
passed for more than a thousand yards.
"Phil is an AH American candidate
and a definite pro prospect." said
Chapman
Simms favorite targets are Dorron
Hunter and Larry Campassi. Hunter
has 26 receptions for 331 yards and
Campassi has 18 receptions for 317
vards
The running attack is the strength of
the offense averaging over 200 yards per
game.
Marcus Johnson, a freshman out of
Cincinnati, is the leading ballcarrier
with 549 yards. Averaging six yards a
carry is Dwight Yarn, who has been
nagged by injuries.
The offensive line has been opening
(he holes and enjoys great depth.
Standouts .ire guard Leon Cody (6-1.
230) tackle Davey Locke (6-1. 235) and
center Joe Hunefeld (6-2. 234).
The defense has been scored upon for

an average of 22 points a game.
The line is led by defensive tackle
Tommy Day and end Dean Cvitkovic.
Both have good size. (6-4. 238 and 6-4,
2201 and lead the team in tackles for
losses Cvitkovic is known as a good
pass rusher
The linebacking is agressive Starters
Tommy Warren and Rodney Jefferson
are 1-2 in total tackles Last year
Warren set a school record for defensive
hits
The defensive backfield has been
victimized on several occasions. They
have been burned for 160 yards a game
and a 15 yard per completion average
Safety Greg Bright anchors the Mckfield He is a three year starter
"They will put the hats on you on
defense. They pursue the ball real
well." said Kidd.
This could be a game played for the
coaches The players wanting Chapman to go out a winner, while Kidd is
looking for his 100th victory of his
career. Saturday at Hanger Field watch
for both teams to throw a little more
than usual and watch for Kidd to get his
hundredth

Women hoopsters are young
but exciting
Bv WILLIE SAWYERS
Staff Writer

With only three seniors returning and
a host of sophomores and new recruits,
the women's basketball team will try to
improve on last years 12-15 record.
"We're young, but we should be very
exciting." commented coach Shirley
Duncan. "We're going to run a lot more
than we did last year if we can get the
, ball off the boards."
Getting the ball off the boards could
I be a problem for the lady Colonels
though, with sophomore center Sandy
Grieb out with an injury. "Sandy
hyperex(ended her foot in practice. It
was really a freak thing. She'll be out
until after Christmas."
Sally Fitch will be replacing Grieb at
center. Fitch is one of the three seniors

on the squad. The other two, Jane Long
and Peggy Gay. will also start for the
lady Colonels.
Gay. an All -American candidate last
year, is considered by Duncan to be the
team leader. "Peggy had to change
positions last year and she made the
adjustment real well. She changed from
being a big guard in our offense to being
the point guard and quarterbacking the
team."
Duncan also commented that Gay was
the best player she has had in college or
in high school. Last year. Gay surpassed
the 1,000 point mark with an average of
19 points per game.
Sharing the guard position with Gay
will be junior Loretta Coughlin, a parttime starter last year who can also play
forward.

At the other forward spot will be
Sandra Mukes. a freshman who has both
surprised and pleased Coach Duncan
with her play thus far. "Sandra seems to
be so smooth and graceful and she's
adjusted so well. It's hard to believe
she's just a freshman."
The lady Colonels open up with
national power Tennessee on Nov. 27 at
the Alumni Coliseum. After that, the
schedule doesn't get any easier. In fact
Coach Duncan stated that she felt their
schedule was the toughest one in the
state besides the University of Kentucky.
"We play three nights a week and I'm
glad that we have much more depth
than we had last year. Providing that
some of our young players come along,
we have the potential to take it all," said
Duncan.

The
backbone
of the team?

Scheduling:
When it comes to upgrading a
basketball program, one of the'first
things you have to do alter you get
ihe players is upgrade the schedule.
Eastern basketball coach Ed
Byhre is entering his third season as
Colonel boss and this is one of the
tougher problems that lie, has
encountered in building a competitive basketball program.
"What hurts us tremendously is
that wc cannot schedule a home
game the week during finals or the
three weeks following them," said
Byhre.
Because of that huge break
Eastern is forced to open its season
much sooner than Byhre would like.
They have to schedule as many
home games during this pre-vacation period because afterward the
team goes on the road for a month.
The month long gap is also a
factor in the Colonel scheduling,
after vacation too. December is the
time when most teams play their
non-conference games. This is one
of the reasons why Eastern has a
hard time getting stiff competition
to come to Richmond in January.
"Most teams don't want to play
non-conference games once their
conference season is underway,"
said Byhre. This is especially true if
you want them to come 10 your
place.
Last year one of the big games
that coach Byhre got was against
Minnesota. Of course it was in
Minnesota. Eastern lost by a basket
and Byhre offered to play Minnesota five more times at their place if
they would come once to Alumni
Coliseum. They refused. Such is the
case with many big name schools.

One of the ways in which the
Colonels have managed to compete
with some big namcWompetition has
been through the rapliday tournaments over Christmas break.
Byhre has actively pursued these
tourneys and has lined up two more
for tbjj^ear's Colonels. "I think we
do a* Triuch calling and asking
around about tourneys as anyone,"
said Byhre. "Our kids like to play in
tourneys."
Last year Byhre managed to get
Eastern invited to the Milwaukee
Classic which featured the then
Defending
National
Champion
Marquette Warriors.
"There are some people who are
not willing to play in these
tourneys," said Byhre. "Especially
when you get four good teams
together and there is the chance that
you might get knocked off two
nights in a row but if your ultimate
concern is your coaching record and
you're not willing to except a
challenge . . ."
Coach Byhre did not have to
continue. It was obvious that he was
willing to except a challenge. Not
only did he and his team take on the
number two ranked team in the
country last year but the very next
night they upset Army, who was on
its way to a 19-9 season and a bid in
the NIT.
Byhre also commented that he
was not disappointed when he had
to play Marquette in the first round
of the tourney. "It would have
really been a shame if we had
traveled all the way up there and not
had a shot at the defending national
champions."
This year the Colonels will play in

holiday tourneys. The Snow-Mc
sic inColumbia, Mo. and the
Slfpack Classic in Reno, Nev.
Both feature some tough competition. ^
It is truly amazing that so many of
the big basketball schools will not
venture out of their own arenas.
According to Byhre some big name
basketball schools play as many as
19 or 20 games at home while teams
such as Eastern struggle to have
their home games equal their away
games.
Another reason which Byhre cited
for scheduling difficulties was that
some of the bigger schools know
that they will get 12-15,000 people
every time they play in their arena
and are not willing to go somewhere
smaller where there may only be
5-6,000 people. They lose money on
games like that.
Next year could be even a bigger
year for Colonel basketball. The
University of Cincinnati and North
Carolina-Charlotte are both slated
for games in Alumni Coliseum.
There is also the possibility of a
game with Auburn.
Of course Byhre also has the
offers from Minnesota, Wake
Forest and Kansas to play at their
arenas but they refuse to come here.
So w hat is a coach supposed to do?
Well, more than likely Coach Byhre
will keep on accepting challenges
until those teams are willing to come
here in exchange for us going to
their place.
DIAMOND DUST:
Elmo Bind, a former Eastern
football player who was doing his
football playing for the San
Francisco 49ers at wide receiver this
year, was cut last week.
Congratulations should also be
offered to noscguard Joe Richard
who received the Ohio Valley
Conference Defensive player of the
week. Richard had 12 main tackles,
one assist and one tackle for a loss.
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"Tomorrow,
and tomorrow,
and tomorrow."

Men's
Sport
Shirts.

—Macbeth
Prepare fur it. The earlier you
begin a life insurance program, the
less you pay. Find out about the
CollegeMaster plan.

on your favorite
beverage

Call the Fidelity Union CollegeMaster
Field Associate in vour area:

Sale 5.99

Orig. $12 .to $18.
A colorful collection
of short
sleeve
casual shirts for man.
Choose the bast of
strip** or solids in
wanted fashion
colors, polyest
er knit*.
S-Ml-Xl

BOB ROBERTS
General Agent
Row Owen*
Steve Do wd
623-3499
Phil Perry
9884369

128 BIG HILL AVE.
Richmond. Ky. 40475
6237684

Pitric.a Bett
Ernie Home
Jim Nelson
Larry Roberta
John Raid
623-7704
623-7703
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Are*you one of the many camera buffs around campus?
If you enjoy taking pictures and have some that you think are especially
good enter them in the
Progress photo contest. . . .
.

.

All enteries must
photos 5x7 or 8x10.
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Organizations
Service and recreation go
hand in hand
BvNANCY SPENCER
Staff Writer
The Recreation Club was formed 10
years ago when the recreation department first began, according to
President Jennifer Cloutier.
Cloutier said that at first the club was
only open to those students with a major
or a minor in recreation. But, last year.
it opened up to anyone with an interest
in recreation.
Cloutier said they try to encourage
members to participate in recreation
conventions. In September, a group
went to a therapeutic recreation convention held at Camp Green Shore
which is an Easter Seal Camp They are
planning to attend the Kentucky
Recreation and Park Society convention
in Louisville on December 3-5.
At this convention, the University's
recreation club members are in charge

'Ms. Ebony'
to be selected
Bv JOYCE CUNNINGHAM
Staff Writer

She said. "We seem to have a lot more
<>f getting the publicity out for the enparticipation this year." Their advisors
tertainment night. The entertainment
are Dionne Smith and Marion Ogden,
night is conducted by the students attending the convention from the dif-' instructors in the recreation department.
ferent universities.
Cloutier said. "We try to have a
Members of the Recreation Club are
service project each month and two encouraged to participate in the student
section of the Kentucky Recreation and
social projects a semester along with
Parks Society. Cloutier said other
our business."
universities represented are Murray,
Their service project in October was a
Morehead, Western, the University of
Halloween party for the children at the
Kentucky and the University of
Tjelford Center. Coutier said 69 children
Louisville She said they meet once a
attended. Their planned service project
for f)ecember is having a Christmas month usually in Bardstown since it is a
central location. She said at these
party and going Christmas caroling at
meetings students get to compare the
a local rest home.
Some of their social activities include program here to programs elsewhere.
The Recreation Club offers the
going on hayrides, camping at Red
"opportunity for recreation majors and
River Gorge, back-packing at Lake
minors to get involved in their
Cumberland and rappelling at Berea.
Cloutier said there were ap- profession." Cloutier said. "We also try
to stress leadership."
proximately 35-40 members in the club.

Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority is hosting
its nineth "Ms. Ebony Pageant" Friday,
Nov. 17 at Model Labortory Auditorium
at 7:30 p.m.
According to Lorraine Weaver, the
pageant's chairperson, there are 13
participants this year
The participants are Murial Bradley.
Shauna Bradley, and Jeanine Sanders,
sponsored by Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity: Danita May berry and Vicki
Ballew. sponsored by the Phi Beta
Sigma Sweethearts: Carla Fulton and
Patricia Stokes, sponsored by Omega
Psi Phi Fraternity: Patricia Sturdivant.
sponsored by Kappa Alpha Psi
Fraternity: Joetta Walker and Willa
Hayes, sponsored by the Black Student
Union: Penny Gordon. Jo Ann Ruthledge
and Angela Walker, sponsored by 7-11
Social Club.
"Ms. Ebony" is chosen for her intelligence, beauty, poise and talent.
Intelligence and poise will be judged by
a panel of judges at an interview and tea

Singers win talent award
By NANCY HATHAWAY
Staff Writer
With eight Greek talent acts, and an
audience of about 150 people, the first
annual Alpha Delta Pi Greek Follies
was underway last Wednesday night in
Stratton Auditorium.
r'irsl place trophies went to Miss
Susie Daniels representing Chi Omega
Sorority and Rob Cooke of Theta Chi
Fraternity, both exhibiting their singing
talent
Alpha Gamma Delta and Sigma Chi
walked away with second place trophies
in the event
According to Mary Ann Jenk'ns.
activities chairman for Alpha Delta Pi.
everything went well
She was
••specially pleased with Stratton
Auditorium, as it is well equipped for
such shows
Jenkins had hoped for more Greek

involvement in the follies but concluded'
that it was a had time of the month for
everyone "We had a few problems with
last minute cancellations." she said.
The Alpha Delta Pis are not
discouraged in the least however, and
plan to make Greek Follies an annual
event, "although we may change it to
the spring semester next year." said
Jenkins.
"You just can't start an unestablished
tradition easily." said Laurie Ries.
assistant
activities
chairman.
"Someday it will be as popular as the
Sigma Chi Derby or Kappa Alpha Old
South." she added, "hut these things
take time "
With the variety of talent including
songs, dances, short skits and a standup comedian, the three judges had their
work cut out Judging was done on a
live-point-system based on quality,
originality and creativity.

$

The money collected from Greek
Follies will go to a local charity.

Music
lecture
slated

A lecture-demonstration on international music will be presented in
the Gifford Theatre on Thursday Nov.
30. 1978 at 7 p.m.
Dr Rolf Hovey. a professor of music
at Berea College, will give the lecture
along with help from Berea College
students.
The demonstration is sponsored by
the department of humanities as a
Central University College-Centerboard

Lecture.

(photo by STEVE BROWN)
The Alpha Delta Pi Follies was the
scene of lots of talent from the Greek
community last Wednesday. Shown
here is Susan Daniels, a senior majoring
in music education from Franklin,
Pennsylvania.

Hats off
The University cheerleading squad is
sponsoring a "Hats Off to Eastern" day,
Saturday. Nov 18, 1978.
The cheerleaders are asking everyone
to wear the craziest hat they can find the
day of the ballgame.

given before the pageant.
First and second runner-ups will
receive $10 and a trophy, third runnerup. $5 and a trophy and "Ms. Ebony."
$25 and a trophy. There will also be a
trophy given to "Ms. Congeniality."
During intermission, a scholarship
will he given away. The Barbara Hunter
Scholarship of $100 is given away each
year at the pageant to a University
student on the basis of financial need
and academic excellence.
Barbara Hunter, a member of Alpha
Kappa Alpha, was the first black and
the first woman to graduate from the
University with a chemistry degree.
The program will also consist of entertainment from Yvonne Edmonds,
who will perform two modern dances
and Debra Hodge, who will sing. Both
are members of Alpha Kappa Alpha
The former "Ms. Ebony" of 1978,
Pamela Martin, will also perform a
modern dance.
Tickets may be purchased from any
member of the sorority. The prices are
$1.50 in advance and $2.50 the day of the
show

Carnival a success
By MARKITA SHELBL'RNE
Staff Writer
Last Wednesday afternoon, while
friendly, golden sunbeams played catch
among the brightly colored boothes, six
Greek organizations put on a carnival to
benefit the United Way of the Blugrass.
Jerry King, a public relations
manager from McDonald's, organized
the affair for the United Way which has
already reached its goal for this year
hut as King says, "We're going over."
The carnival consisted of football
throws by Sigma Pi and Delta Upsilson.
a fish pond by Alpha Kappa Alpha, a
softball throw by Phi Delta Theta, bingo
by Lamba Chi Alpha and a ring toss by

Omega Psi Phi.
The event also featured drawings for
a stuffed bunny and a ten-gallon fish
tank.
WBZF-101.7 visited the carnival with
a two hour remote presentation over
live radio.
Sigma Pi little sister, Laura McCoun,
felt the carnival was a success but that,
"these types of activities could be much
more successful if everyone would help
out."
McCoun assisted in the Sigma Pi
football throw at the carnival.
The event could be classified a success in as much as they were able to
raise $119 in the three-and-a-half hour
period.
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MONEY
TO LOAN
On Anything Of Value

JIM'S
PAWN SHOP
Buy-Sell-Trade- Pawn
Bus Station
S. Third
Richmond, Ky.

COMPLETE DINNER INCLUDES:
3 pieces honey-dipped fried chicken,
mashed potatoes and gravy, cole slaw
and 1 hot butter-tastin biscuit.
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Arts
* Vanities' :a success in some
aspects, a failure in others
" Vanities" is such a powerful and
humorous play that hardly anyone
could totally mess it up—not even
the University theatre arts department.
Jack Hcifner's play is an
interesting and somewhat controversial study of three girls and their
metamorphosis into women who
reflect back on their carefree school
days.

from the audience with her senseless
chatter and in the final scene she
brings a poignant touch to her witty
character that is very effective.
Kathy Morris plays the quiet and
reflective Kathy who always planned
her life out in every little detail.
Playing next to the colorful
characters of Mary and Joanne,
Morris appears drab and lifeless.
She plays her character with such a
quietness and sedativeness that
many times the audience find
themselves overlooking her character. Morris underplayed her character to such an extreme that she is not
a very memorable character.
Ric Rice's costumes do not play a
very significant role in the production. Most of the costumes appear
appropriate, but what can you say
about cheerleading outfits?
The set for "Vanities" was very
disappointing; the entire set consisted of three separate dressing rooms
for the actresses. The set was much
ties," supplies forceful direction
loo crude and simplistic for the type
that usually mixes drive and punch
of play and had no significance
with a poignant touch. His direction
whatsoever to the production.
is solid, but often it is much too
Overall "Vanities" is enjoyablestatic; many times the three actresses
to a point. If the director and
sit on stage like little rag dolls
actresses could iron out a few
waiting for a command to move
wrinkles in the play, then the
about.
production would be much more
The result of this static direction
successful.
is that often the play has no uniform
Several flaws exist in the
movement to keep the play flowing
production. One nearly disastrous
about freely and rapidly.
one was that many times the
The three actresses involved in
audience missed several key lines
"Vanities" are experienced perbecause ihe actresses didn't know
formers who display fine characterwhen to pause for the audience's
izations and acting know-how.
laughter.
Anita Lenhart portrays the
Director Christian should attempt
flamboyant and wisecracking Mary
to move the play at a much more
with a witty flair, but yet she is able
rapid pace; many times the play
to add a touch of compassion to her seemed bogged down in excessive
bitchy character. Lenhart offers a dialogue.
stimulating and sparkling performStill, "Vanities" was a much
ance and, quite frankly, steals the more enticing production than the
show with her excellent characteriUniversity's previous effort "Otherzation.
wise Engaged." After such a
Donna Kilgore displays versatility dreadful production as "Otherwise
in her performance as the dense and Engaged," the only way for the
silly Joanne, yet many times she theatre arts department to go is up.
lakes her character much too far
With "Vanities" they don't blast
and, as a result, overacts dramatic- off skyhigh, but at least they creep a
ally. Still, she is able to draw laughs
few inches forward.

they have changed through the
years.
Hcifner's play is an intense study
of three women's lives and how
vanity can help ruin lives. The play
is often spacy. but more often is
compelling and forceful. The
women are very much alike in high
school, but the final act reveals how
time changes morals and dreams.
Jim Christian, director of "Vani-

Larry
Bernard
Arts Editor
The first act is a rather
scatterbrained introduction to the
high school girls as they frolic about
in their cute little cheerleading
outfits. The entire act deals with
how vain the girls are about their
beauty and popularity and whether
or not they will be popular in
college.
The act takes place in 1963 when
President Kennedy was assasinated
in Dallas. When the principal
announces that the president has
been shot, the three girls worry
about it being the student body
president who was killed. Their
main worry, however, is whether or
not the football game will take place
as planned.
The second act deals with college
life and how the three girls have
adjusted to their continued popularity. The act reveals how the girls
have changed somewhat and are
worrying about their future.
The last act, however, is the most
powerful one. It concerns the
reunion of the three women 10 years
after high school and how they
reflect back on their popularity days
of High school and college and how

(photo By STEVE BROWN)

Jazzing it up

Wenner to speak on status of the arts
dene Wenner, arts education
coordinator in the office of U.S.
Commissioner of Education Ernest
L. Boycr in the Department of
Health, Education and Welfare, will
speak Thursday (Nov. 16) at 8 p.m.
in the Adams Room of the Wallace
Building at the University. His topicwill be, "The Status of the Arts in
Education."
Wenner has served as assistant

By LARRY BERNARD
Arts Editor
The theatre arts department
should be proud of their "hospitality" extended toward me.
First of all, I was informed that I
couldn't attend dress rehearsals for
the play "Vanities" on Sunday or
Monday night. They said the
rehearsals was only open for
technical help, and I should attend

•60.000 IN FOUR WEEKS - GUARANTEED - Abaokitoty legel and foolproof.
Sand »etf addressed item ped envelope to
Jim Paga. Bon 534. Martinvflra. N.J.
09838

Landsdown Ckib win bo available for
private party rantal. For mora Information
call 606-277-3606 Monday • Friday 10:00
4:00 Lexington. Ky.

Archie'. 263 E. Main Si 624-2424 m
looking for compotant poraona wrth auto
for pizza delivery. Apply in poraon Friday
2:00 p.m. - 4:00 pjn.

Profe*ek>nel raauma aarvtoa: Wa prepare
raauma* that unlock door* of opportunity.
For price Nat write Profeeeionel Raauma
Sarvica. 140 Surburban Court. Lenlnflton,
Ky. 40603.
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Try Your Skill At Predictions
Tho Football Contest

theatre department
goodness in their
a photographer to
on Sunday and

Commentary
So much for their great hospitality.

My, my, I was even physically
threatened before I went to review
the play. I was so terrified I was
trembling in icrror(hai).
In the future, the theatre arts
depanment should exhibit greater
hospitality towards members of the
Progress. After all, we're doing the
theatre department a great service
by giving them publicity.
So please extend a little more
hospitality in the future, okay?

Anita's Bridal Boutique
SOUTHERN HILLS PLAZA
RICHMOND. KY
PHONE 606-624 2200

New Fall Gowns
Are Here!

be
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Cabin Gun Shop
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BILL RICE INSURANCE AGENCY
"Your Studant Health Agency"

Louis D. Reeves displays
one of his many hand guns.
"We sell all major brands of
rifles, shot guns, and pistols."
Hunting fire arms and
ammunition are available.
See our complete' line of
Browning Oanwesson and
Golden Eagle, Charles Dally
Smith & Western.
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Richmond, Ky. 40475
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WATSON'S TV SERVICE
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HEY SPORT BUFFS

Tuesday night.
However, the
found enough
hearts to allow
dress rehearsal
Monday nights.

• Fall Formats
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4. Return Form To Progress Office
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fund raMno Kama to ai group*. Good
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There is no admission cost, and
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Wenner is a composer, performer, conductor, theater director.

His appearance at Eastern is part
of the University Center Board's
College Lecture Series and is
•.nonsored by the College of Arts
and Sciences.

• Holiday Dresses

IT'S EASY. FOLLOW THESE FOUR STEPS:

MATH TUTOR at — revale. Can 623-7146.

author of numerous publications,
and consultani on the arts.

The P|Of it Imfchy lor start stories rcUtiig to

Exchange
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Exchange

director of the Arts in Education
Program. John D. Rockefeller 3rd
Program. He was fine arts advisor
IO the U.S. Office of Education
from 1969 to 1971, and from 1966 to
1969 served in the same capacity
with the Pennsylvania Department
of Education.

Theatre department's 'hospitality'

Twos a month before Christmas ami
all through the campus,
Not a student soot stirring.. .
they were too busy writing. . .
for the Eastern Progress Christmas story contest.

1 Bring Ad To Progress Office
2. Assessment Will Be Made

Members of the University Jazz Ensemble seem to be tooting mighty
heavinly on the horns. The Jazz Ensemble gave a concert last Thursday
night in Brock Auditorium to a very appreciative audience.
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The music scene.
is Elton John makes
comeback

^ Surf's down for the
Beach Boys
By LARRY BKRNARI)
Arts Editor
I he Beach Boys have always been
a band thai could adjust to ihe limes
and culture.
In the sixties they were the
epitome of the carefree and
fun-loving times and were able to
transcend into the turbulent sevenlies with their own special brand of
rock and roll.
The Beach Boys proved they were
an adequate rock band when they
released "15 Big Ones" in 1976. Il
was a record of diverse, creative
rock and roll lhai was smoothly
produced and recorded.
However, ihe Beach Boys new
record "M.I.U. Album" has little,
if any, of the creative characteristics
of "15 Big Ones." In fact, this new
album would be better off thrown
away in a place where no one would
ever find it.
The Beach Boys seem to be trying
to backtrack in time-in search of
ihe glorious and golden sun of the
sixties. "M.I.U. Album" is a
carefully planned return to he
well-known Beach Boys' style of the
sixties when they were running
around on beaches and the most
important thing was gelling a golden
(an.
That style was great for the Beach
Boys then; it characterized the tone

of the times. But for the Beach Boys
lo try and recapture those times is a
sad and pathetic reminder that this
band's demise can't be far away.
And with a mediocre record such
as "M.I.U. Album," perhaps it is
best that the Beach Boys pack their
bags and head for the bcach-for
good.
This is an album that lacks punch
and drive and it is somehow
musically lifeless. The album is
artificial and stale and that has to be
Ihe album's good points.
Songs such as "Wontcha Come
Out Tonight" and "Hey Little
Tomboy" arc silly reflections on the
Beach Boys' sixties' material.
Rather than coming off sounding
sophisticated and fun-loving, they
only sound tired and worn-out.
In the past few years the Beach
Boys have managed to successfully
avoid mentioning surfing, but
"Kona Coast" contains a reference
to that old Beach Boys standby. But
the song promptly falls flat and it
sounds like public relations for a
travelogue. Apparently the Beach
Boys are in line to sing a jingle for
an airline company.
"Match Point of Our Love" is
intended as a joke, but it comes off
flat and dead-sounding as if
someone shot it a couple of times in
the head. The Beach Boys them-

By MIKE DITCHEN
Guest Writer
Elton John is on the comeback
trail. Nine years ago Elton went gold
with "Crocodile Rock." 18 L.P.'s
later the public didn't care about his
then latest album entitled "Blue
Moves" because he seemed to have
nothing to say to the public in his
interviews or his music. That L.P.
made many wonder why bother with
a person whom had given up all his
artistic talents solely to pump out
records?
After a two-year break of oversaturation Elton John is back in the
rock limelight minus the Halloween
costumes and the monstrous glasses.
He still wears hats but they too are
of a less exotic nature.
Elton, now 32, says that the
costumes were a means of hiding his
lack of self confidence. He is more
mature and doesn't need those
crutches any more. The hats may
also disappear after his final hair
transplant. His loss of hair is a result
of his extravagance as weekly dyeings caused his premature baldness.
Elton John has a new L.P. out
which is full of changes from the
standard John. The title is "A
Single Man" and that title says
much about the L.P.
The record unlike some previous
efforts is an "Elton John" record
not an Elton John Band record. The

selves don't know what to do with
the song so they repeat the title line
over and over again.
"M.I.U. Album" is a recording
that indulges excessively in sweetness and prissincss, which is a far
cry from the eccentricities the Beach
Boys have displayed in some of their
recordings. As a result, this new
album is only a gooey, sugary mess
lying upon a California beach
somewhere.
Throughout the album, the Beach
Boys play and sing as if they know
they sound ridiculous trying to
recapture their glory days, but they
can't think of anywhere else to turn.
In the sixties the Beach Boys
created a phenomenon of surfing
and becoming beach bums. But they
created this phenomenon so well
ilj.ii ihe label has been stuck upon
them and they arc forced to remain
static, unable to broaden their
musical scope.
The Beach Boys' horizon is much
too small and they're forced to live
and play inside a nutshell.
I he summers are over now for the
Beach Boys; their glory years aie
gone. The end is near for a group of
guys who once could make music in
such a carclreee style.
The surf is down for the Beach
Boys.

Band is no more. Only two remnants of it remain. Ray Cooper and
Davey Johnstone. Without the band
Elton has control of the L.P. instead
of going with the flow of the band.
For the first time in his career
John is without the lyrics of Bernie
Taupin. This record is Elton John, a
single man, minus the crutches oT
the clothes, the band, the Taupin
lyrics.
John does not take sole responsibility for the song writing but gets
help from Gary Osborne who did a
creditable job with the Jeff Wayne's
"War of the Worlds" set. On this
record the lyrics complement the
music to help transfer the thought
belter than on previous John records.
Side one is the poorer of the two
sides but it could stand on its merits
if it was performed by someone of
lesser stature. The second side is
where Elton shines with several
excellent tracks. "Part Time Love"
with well written lyrics and with
equally impressive music leads off
the side.
The song is a statement to the
effect that each of us have a part
time love whether it be a human
form or a material form. This song
is the first one to be lifted from the
L.P. and may be the record that
returns John to the #1 chart

position.
"Part Time Love" is followed by
what may be the worst cut on the
record, "Georgia". Elton John may
be Captain Fantastic but he is not
Randy Newman. This song would
be perfect for Newman with his
phrasing style but Elton John does
the singing not Newman.
A notable cut on the album is
"Madness" which is very much like
his March single release of "Ego" in
rhythm and lyrical style.
The final cut is a prelude and song
piece being made up of "Reverie"
and "Song for Guy." The two
instrumentals wrap up the L.P.
excently. "Song for Guy" ends with
the haunting chant "Life is a Time
Worth Living" which after the
almost six minutes of keyboards and
light percussion have an almost eerie
effect. For synthesizer freaks this
cut makes the L.P. worth while no
matter what the other cuts are like,
no matter what the inflated list price
is.
After the debacle of "The
World's Longest Single That Was
Expanded to a Two Record Set"
anything would be an improvement.
The comparison shows that John
has matured not only personally but
also musically. After "Blue Moves"
this record is a masterpiece.

Review of top ten

TV quiz: boob tube or idiot box?
By KEN TINGLEV
Sports Editor
Let's talk about the medium of
television. The TV: the tube; the
boob tube; God's gift to the simple
minded; the idiot box. Perhaps one
of the greatest inventions ever.
Maybe one of the greatest and one
of the most abused.
If we take a look at the top 10
rated shows (according to the Neilson ratings for the week ending Oct.
29) in the country, this point is
illustrated very clearly.
"Three's Company" was the
number one ranked show in America for the last week of October.
However, it is one of the mos» sexist
shows ever to be aired (with the
exception of "Charlie's Angels").
The writing and jokes are bad and
the plots, are downright silly. The
fact is that unless Suzanne Sommers
is in a bathing suit for the whole 30
minutes, I wouldn't want to watch
it.
"Laverne and Shirley" were,
unbelievably, the second most
watched show in the country which
says something about the state of
the country. This is one of those

spinoff shows from "Happy Days,"
and it has to be one of the silliest
shows since "The Three Stooges"
were on. But at least the "three
stooges" were better actors.
The third best rated show is
"Happy Days." It's good in two
respects (bad in many others). The
show has had good character development which is essential for a show
that has lasted this long. Its other
good quality is that its characters
show love for one another. But what
has really ruined the show is the over
characterization of Fonzie. Sometimes I wonder who has more
superpowers - Wonder Woman or
Fonzie.
"Taxi" is a brand new show
which has managed to climb to
fourth in the ratings. It is about a
bunch of taxi cab drivers having fun
driving in New York. Personally,
having driven in New York, I fail to
see how this could possibly be
pleasurable.
Rounding out the top five is
"Little House on the Prairie." Tliis
is the last of the prime time
westerns.
"60 Minutes" is the sixth ranked

show. This is probably the most
interesting and enlightening hour
that one could spend each week.
Some of the finest broadcast journalism of the day is done on "60
Minutes." No one should miss this
show.
The seventh ranked show was
"Monday Night Football." Although football is great to watch, I
find that after watching Eastern's
game on Saturday and two games on
Sunday that I'm about footballed
out. By Monday night I'm in no
mood to listen to Howard Coscll. I
don't think its needed but its better
than watching "Laverne and Shirley."
M*A*S*H is surprisingly ranked
eighth, although it should be first.
M*A*S*H has great writing, directing and acting but its greatest
quality is that it has a theme. An
actual profound message to the
viewer. This show proves that you
can have a humorous but serious
and profound show and still have a
hit.
The ninth rated show was described in the Chicago Tribune
as "the most blatant ripoff ever to

In This So Busy, So Hectic
World. Let...

•

Believe it or not these are the
shows which a majority of the
people watch. The problem is viewer
apathy.
The advice here is that if you have
to watch TV, choose Sunday or
Monday nights when there is at least
a small simulance of intelligent
programming to choose from. As
far as the rest of the week is
concerned, read a book.

Bob Seger

Bob Seger and the Silver Bullet Band will appear in concert at Rupp
Arena Nov. 25 at 8 p.m. Tickets are $6, $7 and S8.

Get ready for fall & winter with
Insulated Taffeta Coats and Sweaters
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appear on the small screen." Of
course I'm talking about Star Wars
II or "Battlestar Gallactica." The
special
are already getting thin. In another
month "Gallactica" writers will be
digging up old "Lost in Space"
re-runs to get new ideas for their
show.
Last in the top ten but certainly
not least is "All in the Family."
Nearly a decade ago Archie Bunker
revolutionized the TV screens with
his own unique style of humor by
saying things on the TV screen that
had never been said before. Lost are
Mike and Gloria but Norman Lear's
excellent writers still come up with
some excellent shows.
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Beauty Salons
Be The Place
Where mind and spirit, as
well as beauty are renewed.
Foi'
your
appointment,
phone:
Le>gngton Mall 269 3653
Turlland Mall 277-2195
NorthPork 254 4046
SouthPark 2/2 1811
Frankr6rl6°.r> 4200..
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NAACP
not just for blacks
working out ana pursuing local
programs."
Youth and College divisions have
Recently the college chapter of the conducted successful nationwide
NAACP gained recognition here at membership campaigns for registration
of 18-year-old voters. There were nearly
the University.
Not many people are familiar with the 200.000 youths to register. The youths
purposes of the organization or just who aside from their programs in education
and employment participated in
the organization benefits
NAACP stands for the National programs of sickle cell anemia, prison
Association for the Advancement of reform efforts and ghetto feeding. They
Colored People. This organization is not also pushed for drug abuse information
only for the advancement of Blacks programs.
According to the national office, the
contrary to many beliefs but includes all
official purposes of the N A A C P are:
minorities.
The Association's youth and college to eliminate racial discrimination and
segregation from all aspects of public
division was formed in 1836.
More than 200 youth and college life in America: to secure a free ballot
delegates went to Baltimore, Md. for every qualified American citizen; to
to attend the National NAACP seek justice in the courts; to secure
Convention. They petitioned and suc- legislation banning discrimination and
ceeded in the Association to establish a segregation: to secure equal Job opDepartment of Youth and Student Work. portunities based upon individual merit
Presently there are 60.000 or more without regard to race, religion or
members enrolled in 600 Youth Coun- national origin; and to end mob violence
cils. Young Adult Councils and College and police brutality.
Chapters located in every principle city
and town in the nation.
There are many who confuse the
The organization represents the purposes of the N A A C P with that of
largest body of young people in the civil (he Black Student Union. The main
rights struggle in America, according to difference here is that the BSU is
research.
primarily concerned with Black
The purpose of the Youth Council is to students and the NAACP with all
inform Blacks and other minorities of minorities.
problems affecting them.
The problems include advance
The BSU concerns itself with
economic, educational, social and problems dealing with the University
political status of minorities and their while NAACP concerns problems of
harmonious cooperation with other national concern.
peoples.
These two organizations are
According to research, the Council organized to involve, inform and help
"stimulates an appreciation of the the minorities deal and solve their
Black's contribution to civilization to problems in the case of the BSU and
develop an intelligent and militant problems of many more in the case of
youth leadership through devising. the N A A C P.
Rv JOYCE E. CUNNINGHAM
Staff Writer

Easy does it

(pnoto by oouo

(pftOtO by DOUG FRUCHTENICMT)

FRUCHTENICHT)

Dale Horensky. a junior recreation major, learns to balance herself going up and down steps for a faster way in traveling to her classes

Senate sends letter to phys-ed department
By ROBIN PATER
Staff Writer

Senator Don McNay provoked
discussion at last Tuesday's Student
Senate meeting, when he read his
recommendation that the senate advise
the • University's Physical Education
Department to re-evaluate and reexamine its program requirements.
Despite the differences of opinion
regarding McNay's statement, the
majority of senators voted to send the
physical education department a letter
of recommendation. Included in the

letter win be statements pointing out
that grading standards in PHE ISO and
181 may be detrimental to students
receiving high grades. McNay's
statement reasoned that 55 per cent of
the current grading system depends
upon physical skills rather than
academic achievement. Also, 15 per
cent of the current grade depends upon
a 12-minute run required in most PHE
courses, which McNay feels is
discriminatory
towards
non
athletic people.
McNay stressed that the majority of
Kentucky schools do not have any kind

of a physical education requirement for
students. The University of Louisville,
however, allows its students to take the
courses on a pass-fail basis.
Suggestions included in the letter of
recommendation will be that the
physical education department could
perhaps eliminate the 12-minute run and
to consider changing the grading
system to a pass-fail basis. Also, the
senate will suggest that the department
place more emphasis upon academic
achievement and less on physcial skills.
In other business. Senate President
Steve Foster reported that he had met

with Tom Lindquist. director of Safety
and Security to discuss possible improvements in campus safety for
pedestrians. Foster said that Security is
working on installing parking meters in
front of some dorms to alleviate
problems with loading and unloading
"They are also going to work on
deciding about installing new
crosswalks to aid in pedestrian flow,"
said Foster. Security will also restripe
old crosswalks that need attention.
"Skip Daugherty told me he's
negotiating with the group "Boston" for
a December concert," commented

Foster The conceit which would be
held in Alumni Coliseum, is not definite
yet. Foster stressed. The concert is
strictly in planning stages.
Senators Barb Durham and Maria
Domenech will be the two Student
Senate representatives attending the
Student Government Association of
Kentucky (SGAK) convention this
weekend in Louisville. The senate voted
to spend $150 to send them there.
Due to the Thanksgiving holidays
there will be no Student Senate meeting
next week

Merchants
to hold
parade
You better watch out!
'Cause Santa Claus is coming to town
Dec. 2 as the Richmond Downtown
Merchants Association holds their
annual Christmas parade, according to
Association President Jim Barnes.
Beginning around 11 a.m. Saturday,
the parade will start at City Hall and
journey down Main Street.
"Any group or organization that
would like to participate can," stated
Barnes. All campus clubs, fraternities,
sororities and other organizations are
welcome to enter.
"We'd be glad to have them." Barnes
added
For further information on entering
the parade, contact Barnes at 623-5232
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Harold Robbins' latest novel "The
Pirate" comes to television Robbins
once again does an excellent job and the
adaptation for television is also done
very well.
"The Pirate" will beaired on Tuesday
and Wednesday. Nov 21 and 22 at 9 p.m.
Public television brings us the

Metropolitan Opera's "The Bartered
Bride." This opera stars Teresa Stratas
and will be seen Tuesday. Nov. 21.
WEKU-FM brings another Curtain
Time at 5:30 p.m. on Wednesday, Nov.
22 This week the entire soundtrack to
the "King and I" will be heard.
The music department will be having
many senior recitals this week.
Among these will be Jan Martin,
performing on piano. Tuesday. Nov. 21.

Today

Saturday

Nov. 16

at 8:30 p.m. in Gifford Theatre.
The Pearl Buchanan Theatre will be
the site for the Univewtty Film Series as
it presents "SlapshoTr Thursday and
Friday. Nov. 16 and 17 at 8 p.m. and 10
p.m
If all of this fails to entertain you. then
just go for a walk, the weather is absolutely beautiful. Just keep hoping that
it
remains
the
same
through
Thanksgiving. Have a nice vacation.

H:M p.m. AUSA meeting, Wallace 426
!» p.m. Wesley Foundation Bible study
H:3S p.m. Jan Martin senior recital.
Morehead. Hangar Gifford Theatre

Nov. is

l::m p.m. KKU vs
II: •.'•a.m. BSU Lunchencounter. Powell
Field
( afetena
H p.m. movie. The Great Dictator. Pearl
N'aaa Wesley Foundation communion
I |t.m. Wesley Foundation Bible Study Buchanan Theatre
in p.m. Movie. The Great Dictator.
.Vis p.m. Sigma Tau Pi meeting. ConPearl Buchanan Theatre
lerence Room C. Powell Building
i; in p.m. BSU choir practice
7 p.m. Spanish Club meeting. Cammack
Nov. 19
253
7 p.m.
Inter
Varsity Christian
»::ta
n.m.
Wesley
Foundation
Fellowship meeting. Wallace 346
Celebration service
7:3* p.m. Inter Varsity Christian
7 p.m. Newman Center Thanksgiving
Fellowship meeting. Wallace 3*8
meal
7:3* p.m. Lambda Sigma freshman get
x p.m. movie. The Great Dictator. Pearl
acquainted mixer. Herndon Lounge. Buchanan Theatre
Powell Building
in p.m. movie. The Great Dictator.
K p.m. Collegiate Pentacle meeting.
Pearl Buchanan Theatre
Kennamer Room. Powell Building
M p.m. Collegiate Pentacle meeting.
Mond
Kennamer Room. Powell Building
N
p.m.
Baha'i
Faith
informal
ll:15a.m. BSU 1-unchencoiuiter. Powell
discussions. Brockton 620
x p.m. movie. Slapshot. Pearl Buchanan Cafeteria
l:3li p.m. Progress staff meeting.
Theatre
Progress office
K p.m. Newman Center square dance
« p.m. Wesley Foundation meal
la p.m. movie. Slapshot. Pearl
n.30 p.m. Opera Workshop, Brock
Buchanan Theatre
II p.m. movie. On the Waterfront. Auditorium
Oupree Hall

Saturday Nov. 2s
7:3* p.m. EKU vs. Northern Kentucky.
Alumni Coliseum

Sunday

»V

Friday

Tuesday

Nov. 17

p.m. movie. Slapshot. Pearl Buchanan
Theatre
in p.m. movie. Slapshot. Pearl
Buchanan Theatre
Deadline for entering ihe Turkey Trot
H

■"■»

NW.

21

7 a.m. BSU prayer breakfast
7:15 a.m. Wesley Foundation prayer
hreakfast
.'■ p.m. Milestone staff meeting.
Milestone office
I:IS p.m. BSU Bible study
7 p.m. Wesley Foundation choir practice

Monday Nov. 27
11:15 a.m. BSU Lunchencounter
l:M p.m. Progress staff meeting.
Progress office
s p.m. Wesley Foundation meal
H::in p.m. Rebecca Shockley senior
recital. Gifford Theatre
Stuart Whitman stare in TMf PIRATE. a four-hour special movie
presentation based on Harold Robbins powerful contemporary
novel, to be broadcast Tuesday. Nov. 21 and Wednesday. Nov
22 on CBS-TV

Wednesday «...a
« p.m. Chess Club meeting, game room.
Powell Building
s p.m. Explorers Club meeting. Wallace
326
x:30 p.m. faculty music recital. Brock
Auditorium

Basketball banquet
set for Tuesday
The Colonel Club Tip-Off Banquet
to introduce the 1978-79 basketball
Colonels will be held Tuesday evening
at 7:30 in the Keen Johnson Ballroom.
The public is invited. Tickets are
available at the Bursar's window and
at the door. Cost is $4.50 per
person.

All items appearing in
Dateline should be tent
to Ginny Eager, organizations editor, the
Eastern Progress, Jonas
Building, by Friday
preceding publication.
Inquiries may be mad*
by calling 3106.

movies of the week

TUESDAY

(CBS) MOVIE SPECIAL: 9:00 PM E.S.T., P.S.T.
• 8:00 PM C.S.T.. M.S.T.
"The Pirate" 1978 Franco Nero. Anne Archer Part
I of the dramatization of Harold Robbins' powerful
contemporary novel of compelling human passion set
against a backdrop of Arab-Israeli intrigue
WEDNESDAY
(CBS) MOVIE SPECIAL: 9:00 PM E.S.T.. P.S.T.
- 8:00 PM C.S.T., M.S.T.
'•The Pirate" 1978 Franco Nero. Anne Archer Part
II of the dramatization of Harold Robbins powerful
contemporary novel of compelling human passion set
against a backdrop ot Arab-Israeli intrigue
THURSDAY
(NBC) THURSDAY NIGHT AT THE MOVIES: 9:00

PM E.S.T.. P.S.T. - 8:00 PM C.S.T.. M.S.T.
"The Thief of Baghdad" 1978 Peter Ustinov. Roddy
McDowall When Prince Taj tails in love with Princess
Yasmme. the Caliph's daughter, he must contend
with the evil Wazir who wants the throne tor himself
but with the help of the thief Hasan, true love
prevails. Yasmme and Taj are married and Hasan and
Penzadah—ot the Caliph's harem—elope on a stolen
magic carpet
FRIDAY
(ABC) FRIDAY NIGHT MOVIE: 9:00 PM E.S.T..
P.S.T. - 8:00 PM C.S.T.. M.S.T.
"Fun With Dick and Jane" 1978 George Segal. Jane
Fonda When a successful aerospace engineer
becomes unemployed, he and his wife decide to
employ themselves—as armed robbers—in this
comedy drama

SATURDAY
(PBS) MOVIE THEATER: 10:30 AM E.S.T..
M.S.T. - 9:30 AM P.S.T.. C.S.T.
"La Strada" 1954 Anthony Quinn, Giulietta Masma
A brutal circus strongman takes a pathetic
slow-witted waif under his wing and repays her
devotion with insults and indifferences
(CBS) SATURDAY NIGHT MOVIES: 9:00 PM
E.S.T.. P.S.T.
8:00 PM C.S.T., M.S.T.
"Orca" 1977 Richard Harris. Charlotte Ramplmg The
drama revolves around oceanographer Rachel
8edford. who is conducting a research on Orca the
killer whale, when she tangles with commercial
fisherman Captain Nolan, who is trying to capture the
great white shark for a $250,000 bounty
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Public Radio 88.9
11-16-78

Today

Nov. ie

12:00 PM — CONVERSATIONS
See Monday. 12.00 noon for complete
program description
12:15 PM — THE MID-OAV REPORT
See Monday. 12:15 PM lor complete
program description.
12:30 PM — POTPOURRI OF CLASSICS
WEKU-FM's toy Lee hosts this daily
concert which includes historical and
biographical background about the
music and composers
3:30 PM — JUST JAZZ
See Monday. 3:30 PM tor complete
program descripti on
5:15 PM - AFTERNOON REPORT
See Monday. 5:15 p.nv lor complete
program description
5:30 PM — CURTAIN TIME
Each weeknight Curtain Time presents
the entire soundtrack or original cast
recording ol a motion picture or stage
musical
6JO PM — SHORT STORY (New Program)
A series ol hall-hour dramatizations.
based on short stories
7:00 PM — LUM N ABNER
See Monday. 7:00 PM lor complete
program description
7:15 PM - CONVERSATIONS
A repeat ol this afternoon's program
See Monday. 12.00 noon lor complete
program description
7:30 PM — EVENING JOURNAL
This "spm-of!" ol our weekday morning
program. Journal, presents a collection
ol Behmd-the-N«iws features interviews, news and analysis
8:30 PM — JAZZ UNLIMITED
See Monday. 8:30 PM tor complete
program description

Friday

Now. 17

8:00 AM — JOURNAL
See Monday 6:00 AM tor complete
program description
900 AM - OPTIONS
See Monday. 9:00 AM
10*0 AM —
BOSTON SYMPHONY (New Program)
The world-renowned Boston
Symphony (Oins WEKU-FMs line-up
12*0 PM - CONVERSATIONS
See Monday. 12:00 noon lor complete
program description
12:15 PM — THE MIDDAY REPORT
See Monday. 12 15 PM lor complete
program description
12:30 PM - POTPOURRI OF CLASSICS
WEKU-FMs Loy Lee Hosts this daily
concert which includes historical and
biographical background about the
music and composers
3:30 PM — JUST JAZZ
See Monday. 330 PM lor complete
program description
5:15 PM - THE AFTERNOON REPORT
See Monday. 5 15 PM lor complete
program description
5:30 PM — CURTAIN TIME
Each weeknight Curtain Time presents
the entire soundtrack or original cast
recording ol a motion picture or stage
musical Anyone Can Whistle

9:00 AM - OPTIONS
See Monday. 9 00 AM for complete
program description. This la not a
repeat of earlier nrograms
1000 AM - CHICAGO SYMPHONY
Live-on-iape recordings of the renowned Chicago Symphony Orchestra's 1978-79 season Highlights:
TIPPETT: Symphony No. 4 In One
Movement.
TCHAIKOVSKY Symphony No 6 in B
Minor. Op. 74 (Pathetique)
12.00 PM - THE GREAT OPERAS
Loy Lee hosts this presentation ol one
ol the worlds great operas. Highlights
ROOT The Haymakers with North
Texas State University Grand Chorus.
McKinlev conducting
4*0 PM — THE ROAR
OF THE GREASEPAINT
A varied selection ol everyone's favorite
music trom stage and silvar screen
7:30 PMSTARS ANO STUFF (New Program)
A series of science tiction/tantasy
stories, all original. Iresh. solid armchair clutching high adventures
8:30 PM — SOUL SPOTLIGHT
A funky mixture of disco. R&B. and
lazz music

Sunday

Nov. 19

8:00 AM - PROJECT WEEKEND
Wake up with us and our weekend
morning presentation of light \azz
news, weather, and special features .
8:00 AM - OPTIONS
See Mondav 9:00 AM
10*0 AM - NEW YORK PHILHARMONIC
Another rousing season ot New York
Philharmonic performances Highlights
BEETHOVEN Piano Concerto No 3
VARESE Integrates
RAVEL La Valaa
„.
12*0 PM - JAZZ ALIVE!
This excellent series from National
Public Radio offers recorded-live |ezz
A tribute to Lionel Hampton.
1*0 PM — JAZZ FIRSTS (Maw Program)
Loy Lee presents and comments on
selections trom new iazz recordings
2:30 PM - JAZZ REVISITED
This National Public Radio series.
hosted by Hazen Shoemacher. presents and evaluates the early years ol
recorded jazz, from 1017-1947
Oddities — Unusual jazz recordings featuring Shakespearean sonnets pipe organs and other unusual
items.
3:00 PM - JAZZ IT UP:
A weekly presentation ol big band swing
music, along with Dixieland, and contemporary big bands
8:30 PM - THE MUSIC OF AMERICA
(NEW PROGRAM)
A look at some ol the music tha;
America's as some ol America's mdiginous music
7:30 PMBLUEGRASS ALIVEI (New Program)
Renfro Valley. Kentucky was host to
two bluegrass festivals earlier this year
The Mac Wiseman Bluegrass Festival
and The McLain Family Band Family
Festival
8:30 PM - FOLK FESTIVAL. USA .
National Public Radio's highly acclaimed weekly series of Ova on tape
Folk. Blues and Bluegrass lestival performances Irom virtuslly all ot the 50
States.

10*0 AMINTERNATIONAL CONCERT HALL
This series from National Public Radio
presents recorded-live concerts Irom
at' over the world Highlights
STRAVINSKY: The Fairy's Kiss
ARTHUR HONEGOER: King David.
12*0 PM - CONVERSATIONS
There is an endless variety o! interesting
people in and around the Central
Kentucky area. Conversations brings
these people to you
12:15 PM — THE MID-DAY REPORT
A 15-Minute summary of international,
national, and regional/local news.
weather and sports.
12:30 PM - POTPOURRI OF CLASSICS
WEKU-FMs Loy Lee hosts this daily
concert which includes historical and
biographical background about the
music and composers Highlights
RAVEL Alvorada del Gracioso
HARRISON Elegiac Symphony
JONGEN Symphonic Conoertante
3*0 PM - JUST JAZZ
Basie. Benson Byrd. Ellington. Mann.
Brubeck. Montgomery. T|ader. Wiesburg
the list goes on and on
8:15 PM - THE AFTERNOON REPORT
A 15-minute summary ol the day's news.
5:30 PM — CURTAIN TIME
Each weeknight Curtain Tima presents
the entire soundtrack or original cast
recording ol a motion picture or stage
musical Highlights
Shenandoah (Original Cast)

8*0 PM - THE BEST
OF -OLD-TIME" RADIO
7*0 PM — LUM N ABNER
Recordings ol one ol the most remembered ol all "Old-Time'' radio
comedies, starring Chet Lauck as Lum
and Noms Golf as Abner
7:15 PM — CONVERSATIONS
A repeat of this afternoon s program
See Monday. 12:00 noon for complete
program description
7*0 PM — STUDS TERKEL'S
ALMANAC (New Program)
Few of the guests on Studs Terkels
programs bring as varied a range ol
talents before the microphone as the
host himself.
8:30 PM — JAZZ UNLIMITED
Three and a hall hours of the very best
in iazz — traditional, contemporary,
progressive and avant garde styles, plus
frequent profiles of new and outstanding albums and musicians

Tuesday

Nov. 21

8:00 AM - JOURNAL
See Monday. 6 00 AM lor complete
program description
9*0 AM - NATIONAL
PRESS CLUB LUNCHEONS
The National Press Club in Washington
is noted for its interesting and entertaining luncheon speakers
10*0 AM — TOSCANINI:
THE MAN BEHIND THE LEGEND
. What is the truth about the legend
created around the man. Toscanim'
Was he an autocrat, a dictator in the
world ol music? Or was he. as many believe, the greatest conductor who ever
lived? This weekly series, originally
aired on NBC radio, tnes to answer
these and other questions

8:30 PM - THE BEST
OF "OLD-TIME" RADIO
7:30 PM - OPTIONS
IN EDUCATION (REPEAT)
A repeat ol Wednesday morning's
program See Wednesday. 8:00 AM lor
complete program description

10:30 PM - BACKTRACK
It's hard to believe but rock and roll haa
been around for almost a quarter of a
century. And that's long enough to build
up quite a library ot what are now fondly
known as oldies but goodies

11*0 AM —CHARLES IVES: THE UNANSWERED QUESTION
This series surveys the musical and
prose output of the great American
composer and insurance executive,
Charles Ives
12*0 PM - CONVERSATIONS
See Monday. 12:00 noon for complete
program description.

8:30 PM - JAZZ UNLIMITED
See Monday. 8:30 PM lor complete
program description

Monday

12:18 PM — THE MID-OAV REPORT
See Monday. 12:15 PM for complete
program description

•

Saturday

Nov. is

6:00 AM — PROJECT WEEKEND
Wake up with us and our weekend
morning presentation of light jazz.
news, weather and special features

Nov. 20

8*0 AM -JOURNAL
Bringing People the news requires more
than a five-minute newscast at "The top
of the hour" It requires a thorough
examination ol international, national,
regional and local events, weather and
sports.
9*6 AM - OPTIONS

12:30 PM — POTPOURRI OF CLASSICS
WEKU-FMs Loy Lee hosts this daily
concert which includes historical and
biographical background about the
music and composers Highlights
GOLOMARK: Rustic Wedding
Symphony
JANACEK Lachian Dances

J30 PM - JUST JAZZ
S.-P MniKiay 3 30 pin lor complete|"0(|r,,n, ,i,.S1 ••(>!•'>-.

5:15 PM - THE AFTERNOON REPORT
See Monday. 5 15 PM lor complete program description.
5:30 PM - CURTAIN TIME
Each weeknight Curtain Time presents
the entire soundtrack or original cast
recording of a motion picture or stage
musical. Highlights
Iran* (Original Cast)
530 PM - YOU BET YOUR LIFE <Return)
The most irreverent of the zany Marx
Brothers. Groucho. greets and heckles
contestants on this hilarious quiz show
7*0 PM - LUM H ABNER
See Monday. 7*0 PM for complete program description
7:19 PM — CONVERSATIONS
* repeat of this afternoon's program
See Monday. 1200 noon for complete
program description
7:30 PM — VOICES IN THE WIND
Writers, painters, actors, poets,
musicians, sculptors — artists ol all
kinds are interviewed on this weekly
arts magazine Irom National Public
Radio, hosted by Oscar Brand
8:30 PM — JAZZ UNLIMITED
See Monday. 8 30 PM for complete program description

Wednesday

*■. 22

9*0 AM — JOURNAL
See Monday. 600 AM tor complete
program descripti on
9*0 AM - OPTIONS IN EDUCATION
This award-winning program from
National Public Radio is a fast-paced
report on numerous aspects of educational practices and innovations
10*0 AM - CAMPUS MUSIC*
This new series features concerts given
by the symphony orchestras of our
nation's colleges and schools ot
music
TCHAIKOVSKY Concerto in D Major
lor Violin and Orchestra (movement 1)
BRAOSHAW Peace Memorial:
STRAUSS Till Eulenspiegel's Merry
Pranka:
Brigham Young University Philharmonic Orchestra. Ralph G Layeock.
conductor
3:30 PM — JUST JAZZ
See Monday. 3:30
12*0 PM — CONVERSATIONS
See Monday. 12 00 Noon for complete
program description
,

T oow
*,SiS?.^r?
"s
CLASWCS
WEKU-FMs r
Loy Lee
hosts
this daily

concert which includes historical and
biographical background about the
music and composers
BRITTEN A Tribute
PROKOFIEV 4 Portraits from The
Gambler
5:15 PM - THE AFTERNOON REPORT
See Monday. 5 15 PM
5:30 PM — CURTAIN TIME
Each weeknight Curtain Time presents
the entire soundtrack or original cast
recording of a motion picture or stsge
musical Highlights
The King and I (Original Cast)
9:30 PM — BARRY GR AIG PRIVATE INVESTIGATOR (New Program)
7*0 PM — LUM N ABNER
See Monday. 7.00 PM
7:19 PM — CONVERSATIONS
A repeat ol this alter noons program
See Monday. 12:0) noon lor complete
program rfescriotKm
7:30 PM — A LOOK AT . ..
This weekly topical interview program,
hosted by Ron Smith, does exactly what
its name says II takes A Look At any
number ol newsworthy topics, current
events and interesting people
9*0 PM — INQUIRY (Return)
The modern world is a complex place,
morally and ethically. The EKU Campus
Ministers Association takes a look at
current world and local issues from a
Moral point of view
9:30 PM — JAZZ UNLIMITED
See Monday. 830 PM
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11:11
11:17
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7:44
7:14
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1
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11

NEWS
ZOOM (CAPTMNED)
ABC NEWS
NIC NEWS
CBS NEWS
G ED
CANDID CAMERA
FAMILY AFFAIR.
MY THREE SONS
MACNEIL-LEHRER REPORT
JOKERS WILD
NASHVILLE ON THE ROAD
FAMILY FEUD
DKX CAVETT SBOW
NEWLYWEDGAME
LIFELINE
THEWALTONS
KENTUCKY NOW
MORK AND MINDV
LEGISLATIVE
INTERIM

HAPPENING'
S rWHArS
l QUINCY

IH ]

13 b1

PEARL
DAVID
CASSIDY-MAN
IMI
NDEnCDVEIl
7J
BARNABY
JONES
«
14:14 fl t THE PROMISE OF GREENER
114* i DOB NEWS
n-ii 4 ( THE TONIGHT SBOW
i CBS LATE MOVIE
I STARSKY AND HUTCH-S.WAT.
l:M 0 1 TOMORROW
!:44 1 1 TAKE FIVE

Nov. 17
EVENING

fcM

IM

VM

Ml

l:M

TAG

WEEK

IN

r
B THE LOVE BOAT
ROCKFORD FTLES
WALLtTBEETr—
SOUTHEAST REGIONAL INSTION DEAFNESS
PEARL
HALLMARK HALL OF FAME
FLYING HIGH
THE DISCOVERERS
©0 NEWS
THE TONIGHT SHOW
MOVIE-(COMEDY)
MASH.'

'•

BARETTA
JUKEBOX
THE MIDNIGHT SPECIAL
MOVIE-(COMEDY) ••«! TV Wi
r»" IM7
TAKE FIVE

Saturday
4:11
7*1

IM

1:14

»:14

Nov. n

AGRICULTURE USA
FARM REPORT
MOVIE 'Borderland' Part I
HOT FUDGE
DUSTVS TREEHOUSE
ARCHIES
GALAXY GOOF-UPS
POPEYEHOUR
SCOOBY-S ALL-STARS
FANTASTIC FOUR
GODZILLA SUPER M
BUGS BUNNY AND ROAD
IUNNER
CHALLENGE OF THE SUPER

CINEMATIC EYE
IMI 31 CINE*
IM7 • METRIC MARVELS
IMI B DAFFY DUCK
©
TARZAN AND THE SUPER

1M7

IM

Ml

' MOVIE -(COMEDY) —
rx"lM4
METRIC MARVELS

IMI

AFTeHWOOW
EXTENSION PEOPLE
SPACE ACADEMY
ABC WEEKEND SPECIAL
© FAT ALBERT
NEW SHAPES: EDUCATION
NCAA FOOTBALL
LEISURE
ARKH
OJJD.
m BLUBGBASS PERSONALITIES
M MINUTES
m PUBLIC AFFAIRS
UD8WORLD
GUTBN
TAG
EN
DEUTSCKLAND
» MOVIE -(MUSICAL-COMEDY) ••*
■PmnUt, Bawattaa Styk" 1M4
© TOBACCO TALK
B TEACHING LIFE SCIENCE IN THE
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
© WOMEN'S INTERNATIONAL TEN
f TOURNAMENT
UUAS YOGA AND YOU
CROCKETT'S
VICTORY

Ml

« JUUA CHILD AND COMPANY
O NCAA FOOTBALL
4:11 B MOVIE-(MYSTERY)"* "AH U a
rl"» W*4*" IMI
SPORTS SPECTACULAR
ANTIQUES
ALL-STAR SOCCER
EVE NINO

1*4

m PORTER WAGONER SHOW
© NEWS
m NOVA
111 » NBC NEWS
© CBS NEWS
7*1 B LAWRENCE WELK SHOW
© HEEHAW
« ONCE UPON A CLASSIC
B UNDERSEA WORLD OF JACQUES
COUSTEAU
7:11 9 CONGRESSIONAL OUTLOOK
IM W CHlPi
© SATURDAY NIGHT MOVIE The
Bible SUn: George C. Scott,
Gardner, Petar OToole.

EN

GONG SHOW
FAMILY AFFAIR
MY THREE SONS
MACNEIL-LEHRER REPORT
JOKER'S WILD
DONNA FARGO
IN SEARCH OF
COMMENT ON KENTUCKY
NEWLYWEDGAME
DDTF-RENT STROKES
THE STAB WARS HOLIDAY
WASHINGTON

1:M

PART

jt
9I

NEWS
BOOM
ABC NEWS
NBC NEWS
CBS NEWS
GUTKN

11:14

IM

HAWAII FTVE-O
GLOBAL PAPERS

Friday

1!:44

YOGI'S SPACE RACE
FANGFACE
PINK PANTHER SHOW
METRIC MARVELS

IMI
ILM
11:11
11:M

IM

Ava

9
LOCAL GOVERNMENT: THE
ALTERNATIVES
0
BATTLE OF THE NETWORK
TARS II
FRANKIE AND ANNETTE
THE LONG SEARCH
SCENES FROM A MARRIAGE
I FANTASY ISLAND
_ NEWS
MONTY PYTHONS FLYING
CIRCUS
a ABC NEWS
B SATURDAY NIGHT LIVE
©
UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY
FOOTBALL HIGHLIGHTS
a MOVIE -(SUSPENSE-DRAMA) "W
•BUck WhUaUU" 1174
m STAR TREK
B MOVIE-(MYSTERY) "H "StraHJarkei" 1M4

Sunday

1*1

l:M
ZM

FOCUS

4:M

4:14

544

7:14
Ml

l:M

Ml
Ml

IMI

IMI

11:11

KENTUCKY AFIELD
CATHOLIC MASS
OLD TTME GOSPEL HOUR
TOBACCO TALK
LONE RANGER
DRTHEA JONES
THE STORY
REXHUMBARD
SESAME STREET
JIMMY SWAGGART
REVIVAL FIRES
GOSPEL SINGING JUBILEE
WHAT'S NEW MISTER MAGOOT
MISTER ROGERS
DR. NORMAN VINCENT PEALE
WORLD TOMORROW
CLUE CLUB
ELECTRIC COMPANY
ANIMALS, ANIMALS, ANIMALS
NEW SHAPES IN EDUCATION
DAY OF DISCOVERY
SESAME STREET
REVIVAL IN AMERICA
DMANUAL BAPTIST CHURCH
IYICE
REVIVAL TABERNACLE
HERALD OF TRUTH
ITS WRITTEN
RBBOP
ONEWAY
YOUR GOVERNMENT
FACE THE NATION
STUDIO SEE
AFTERNOON

IMI

MEET THE PRESS
DIRECTIONS

t*&ce*:tteix*-t-r***ti!0i>to*s*afr***nri'ft<{vrc

NFL FOOTBALL
NEWSMAKER
IRONSIDE
© MOVIE -(SPORTS-DRAM A) "V»
"GUM*" IIT*
• THE PROMISE OF GREENER
» THE LONG SEARCH
0 MOVIE -(DRAMA) ••• "The LMtleM
RcM"IMt
EVENING

tM

© WILD KINGDOM
B
CROCKETT'S
VICTORY
GARDEN
1:11 © FRAN CURO SHOW
* ONCE UPON A CLASSIC
7*1 m
WONDERFUL WORLD OF
DISNEY
II MINUTES
THEPALUSERS
HARDY BOYS
141 © ALL IN THE FAMILY
THE NEW KLAN
B ATTLESTAR GALACTICA
GREATEST HEROES OF THE
BJBLE
ALICE
LUCY COMES TO NASHVILLE
THE MAKING OF THE NEW

11:14

IMI

PEARL
MASTERPIECE THEATRE
DALLAS
SOUNDSTAGE
©B NEWS
CBS NEWS
ABC NEWS
NBC LATE NIGHT MOVIE SUrehip
Invaiiooi' SUn Robert Vaughn. ChroCBS LATE MOVIE
7MCLUB
WITH THIS RING

Monday

Ml

MORNING
IM
Ml
7:4*

IN

NEW LIFE
(H) HARVESTING HOPE
WALL STREET WEEK
ISSUES AND ANSWERS
<& COMMENT ON KENTUCKY

Ml B
PTL
CLUB-TALK
AND
VARIETY
B KENTUCKY NOW
ti
KENTUCKY. WE'D LIKE TO
SHOW IT TO YOU
JM 9
GLOBAL PAPERS:
PART
THREE
B I DREAM OF JEANNIE
S:M » NFL TI (PRE-GAME|
FORMBY'S
ANTIQUE

IM

Nov. is

FREESTYLE
ROBERT SCHULLER
® PUBLIC AFFAIRS
NFL TODAY (FRE-GAME)
BIG BLUB MARBLE
© NFL FOOTBALL
WASHINGTON WEEK

7.-M

7:14

tM

Ml
Ml

Davene
Bennett
foster
mother to 15 wayward children, has developed a unique
approach to child rearing,
portrayed in WILD HOMES.
BROKEN WINGS airing Wednesday. Nov. 22 on PBS.
Mrs. Bennett learned from
her Cherokee father the art of
catching and training wild
horses that once roamed the
New Mexico ranges. She has
drawn upon this knowledge and
her deep Christian faith to
develop an individual and unusually effective style of caring
for children who have been
neglected, orphaned, abandoned, abused or spoiled.
WILD HORSES. BROKEN
WINGS is made possible by the
Corporation for Public Broadcasting and public television
stations. It is produced by D.B.
Jones and directed by David
Eapar.
ZOOM
ABC NEWS
4 14 B NBC NEWS
CBS NEWS
GJEJJ.

MUPPET8 3HOW
7*1 S FAMILY AFFAIR
MY THREE SONS
MACNEIL-LEHRER REPORT
JOKER'S WILD
7:M m DOLLY
|1M,4«4 NAME THAT TUNE
DICK CAVETT SHOW
NEWLYWEDGAME
Ml d
GREATEST HEROES OF THE

Nov. 20

EVENING
B NEWS
ZOOM
ABC NEWS
B NBC NEWS
CBS NEWS
CINEMATIC EYE
THAT'S HOLLYWOOD
W FAMILY AFFAIR
MY THREE SONS
MACNEIL-LEHRER REPORT
JOKER'S WILD
W HOLLYWOOD SQUARES
POP GOES THE COUNTRY
DICK CAVETT SBOW
NEWLYWEDGAME
W
LITTLE BOUSE ON THE
PRAIRIE
©
BOBBY VINTONS ROCK N
B EVENING AT SYMPHONY
B MARY TYLER MOORE SHOW
0 HEEHAW HONEYS
3) GREATEST HEROES OF THE
BIBLE
IMASJJ.
MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL
ONE DAY AT A TTME
LOU GRANT
CONGRESSIONAL OUTLOOK
© NEWS
_
THE TONKJHT SHOW
CBS LATE MOVIE
NEWS
HANK THOMPSON SHOW
TOMORROW
TAKE FIVE

Tuesday

Nov. 21

EVE NINO

Ml a NEWS

^Corses,
Srofen
'Wings

1144
11:11

IM
Ml

rPAPER CHASE
LIVE FROM THE MET
HAPPY DAYS
LA VERNE AND SHIRLEY
THE PIRATE
THREES COMPANY
TAXI
_
DEAN MARTIN CELEBRITY
ROAST
B STARSKY AND BUTCH
3j$©B NEWS
«> THE TONIGHT SHOW
8 CBS LATE MOVIE
PHOTOPLAY GOLD MEDAL
AWARDS
a TOMORROW
a TAKE FIVE

Wednesday

Nov. 22

EVENING

Ml

NEWS
ZOOM
ABC NEWS
Ml
NBC NEWS
CBS NEWS
I TEACHING LIFE SCIENCE IN THE
TABY SCHOOL
SHANANA
7*1
FAMILY AFFAIR
MY THREE SONS
MACNEIL-LEHRER REPORT
JOKERS WILD
THAT GOOD OLE NASHVILLE
7:14
MUSK
BONKERS
DICK CAVETT SHOW
NEWLYWEDGAME
tM a GREATEST HEROES OF THE
ROLE
A CONNECTICUT RABBIT IN
_ ARTHURS COURT
WILD HORSES BROKEN WINGS
EIGHT IS ENOUGH
THE JEFFERSONS
THE PI RATE
GREAT PERFORMANCES

Placement;
li :

11 1678

1. All interviews will be held in the
Division of Career Development &
Placement. 319 Jones Building.
2. Students who wish to schedule interviews must sign-up in person at the
Division Office. 319 Jones Bldg MondayFriday from 8:00 a.m. ■ 4:30 p.m.

3. Interview sign-up start* after
organizations are announced in the KYI or
the Eastern Progress.
4. The minimum requirement for
scheduling an interview is the completion
..
„i imr «■■.-■!■
in the Division Office, 319 Jones Bldg

Today

Nov. 16

Wednesday

Nov. 29

Wed. Nov. 29 LIBERTY MUTUAL INSURANCE CO.
Positions: Loss Prevention Representatives. Qualifications: B.S. degree in
Industrial Tech., Fire Prevention and
Control Statistics, Physics, Chemistry,
etc. Must have completed basic college
Chemistry course. Note: Dec. 78
graduates will be given interview
preference.

Positions: Food Mgmt. Trainees
Qualifications: All Majors It Degrees
interested in Food Service Careers.

Monday

Thursday

Nov. 20

Monday

JUSTICE
Officer.
Masters
Adm . or

Nov. n

Mon. Nov. 27 U.S. ARMY RESERVE
Information Booth will be set up from
10:30 a.m. - 2:30 p.m. outside the Grill in
Powell Building.

Tuesday

Nov. 28

Tues. Nov. 28 PEAT, MARWICK. MITCHELL & CO.
Positions:
Staff
Acountants.

THE TONIGHT SHOW
CBS LATE MOVIE
POLICE WOMAN SWA T
TOMORROW
TAKE FIVE

Daytime Listings
IMVUOTY

10:10

and Industry. Public and Private Agen
<ies :ind (Jovernment local, state and
federah plays a vital role in dispensing
current information abou the employment
market
ACAOKMIC FIELD

SOUTH

SOI Til

CENTRAL

EAST

4(1

Agriculture
167
Art
in
Business
10
Counselor - Elementary
in
Counselor Secondary
jn
Driver Ed
in
Elementary - Primary
Klemrntarv - Intermediate 2 0
10
English
IJ
language - French
in
language - German
20
language Spanish
30
language - Other
Health Education
20
Home Economics
SO
Industrial Arts
3.0
Journalism
SO
Mathematics
167
Music Instrumental
3 67
Music - Vocal
SO
Nursing
:167
Physical Education
TO
Psychologist
i:>
Science Biology
Ml
Science - Chemistrv
|J
Science - EarthEarth
, (1
Science - Phvsics
SO
Science Other
267
Social Science
It
Social Worker
If)
Speech
SO
Special - Reading
Special Speech Correct ore*o
4.5
Special MR
)5
Special LD
4.5
Special - Gifted
Special - ED

1 S
.1(1

30
233
25

267

:>(>

1 s
267
1X1
2 67

—
I :i
i R;
, (i
25
, (i
167
Id
1 7S

in
35
45
333
Id

-1 25

to

2X1
4X1
40
30
SO
5.0
30

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3)

ARTHUR SMITH SHOW
7MCLUB
PTL
CLUB-TALK

• OB NEWS

Monday thru Friday

30

PART-TIME (OFF CAMPUS EMPLOYMENT)
Local Manufacturer seeks student with
strong drafting skills to work part-time
120-)- hours per week). Position is
available immediately. Pay Range - $3.75 $400 per hour depending on skills. Contact
the Division of Career Development £
Placement. 319 Jones Bldg for details
A SURVEY OF EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES FOR TEACHERS
The Association for College It University
Staffing (ASCUS) in 1978 surveyed a select

S CHARLIES ANGELS
DEAN MARTIN CELEBRITY
ROAST
m
EVERY TUB ON ITS OWN

£
W
■
140 i
2:00 1 »

NOW.

EMPLOYMENT INFORMATION
Whether a student is about to enter the
employment market or beginning to make
decisions about pursuing a particular
oaroer field, in an ever growing and
rompetative job market, information
relating to employment is critical As one
of the eight major services of the Career
Development & Placement office, employment information is provided lo assist
students in their job campaign. Information on current positions and employment projections within specific
fields, as well as statistical data and
employment trend information is
available within our office
Professional staff are available to assist
students in searching out additional information relating to specific fields of
interest. Likewise, students are encouraged to use the Career Information
Resource Center (located within our
facility) which as an invaluable storehouse
of specific career information in 5 major
areas (College. Education K 12, Business

Thurs. Nov. 30 KENTUCKY UTILITIES
DANVILLE. KY
Positions: Electrical Engineering
technician. Qualifications: B.S. degree m
Industrial Technology with concentration
in Electrical-Electronics areas.

WtkffB
1140
11:30

The Complete Survey is available for
review in the Division of Career
Development & Placement. 319 Jones
Bldg.

Wed. Nov. 29 BOB EVANS FARM FOODS,
INC

Thurs Nov. 16 KELLY, GALLOWAY &
CO.
Positions:
Staff
Accountants.
Qualifications: BBA or MBA in Accounting

Mon. Nov. 20 U.S. DEPT OF
1 BUREAU OF PRISONS)
Positions:
Correctional
Qualifications: Bachelors or
degree in Corrections. Police
Social Science

group of placement officers in nine regions
of the United States to determine the
demand for teachers. Summary data
indicates some additional optimism in
terms of job opportunities for teachers
The following Table provides supply and
demand information on teaching opportunities in two of the nine regions
surveyed according to academic field
Numerical codes are defined:
S - Considerable Shortage: 4
Slight
Shortage: 3 - Balanced Field. 2 Slight
Surplus: 1 • Considerable Surplus: — - Not
Applicable or No Information

Qualifications: Bachelors or Masters
degree in Accounting.

AND

TODAY
CBS NEWS
GOOD MORNING AMERICA
CAPTAIN KANGAROO
AM WEATHER (THUR, FRI.)
IN SCHOOL PROGRAMMING
, HUJ
PHD. DONAHUE SHOW
NOT FOR WOMEN ONLY
GENERAL HOSPITAL
DINAH
BULLETIN BOARD
CARD SHARKS
MARCUS WELBY, M.D.
JEOPARDY

. PRICE IS RIGHT
I0:J7 (« NEWS BULLETIN
11.-00 (ff HIGH ROLLERS
. HAPPY DAYS
11:10 (It WHEEL OP FORTUNE
LOVE OF UrE
. FAMILY FEUD
B CBS NEWS
1240

MM
1:M
1:M
MM

DOCTORS
SEARCH FOR TOMORROW
NEWS BULLETIN
ANOTHER WORLD
ALL IN THE FAMILY
GET SMART
MASH
OVER EASY
HAPPY'S HOUR
NEWS BULLETIN
BATMAN
PETTICOAT JUNCTION
SESAME STREET
ADDAMS FAMILY
GOMERPYLE
GILUGLAN-S ISLAND
BEVERLY HHJJHUJES
ANDY GRIFFITH SHOW
MISTER ROGERS
DY BUNCH
NEWS
ELECTRIC COMPANY

MO
Z:J7
IN

1:10

AFTERNOON
NOON TODAY
YOUNG AND THE RESTLESS
UI.000 PYRAMID
BOB BRAUN SHOW
GUIDING LIGHT
RYAN'S HOPE
r.„ OMSPpML PROGRAMMING
(EXC. THUR., FRI.)
ALL MY CHILDREN
DAYS OF OUR LIVES
AS THE WORLD TURNS
ONF I.FFF. TO LIVE

isn
440
4:10
140

Sit

rut MJOM

Lee's Little Inn
The Colin Oliver
Show
Wtdnttdif thru Saturday

t Hit 12 f *

COMPLETE DINNER INCLUDES:
3 owcos nonov d.ppox) t'.od erne**"
•nasrtM pontoon and jr*v» aMt %'•"
jnd I •»<» Duttor iMttn CXKUII

$159

1

WEDNESDAY

Fflmiiif.
A-s\_>
k

U.S. 25 SOUTH
NEXT TO CLARK-MOORES SCHOOL
V«r ro«« •• rcHotiHarwa ortfR "'■"

Live Entertainment
At Its Best
K. Wain

Downtown

Offers, I KMOKMI •«« Wl.."■■'"

NOW SERVING:
Pure Hickory Pit Pork Bar-B-0

AND
Roattbetl & Hia Saadwicaci

Tjy.
r

o/not/s

y*

HKO

